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ABSTRACT
Gen Z Students’ Experiences with College Choice
by
Heather Levesque
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore what influences Gen Z student college
choice. Research on college choice has provided insight into whether or not a student will attend
college; however, limited research exists on what impacts Gen Z students’ college choice and
how marketing and communication influence what college a student will choose. College
recruitment has always been challenging, given the high competition between colleges and
universities. With the decrease in enrollment over the last decade and the unexpected impact of
COVID-19, that challenge continues to grow. Enrollment and marketing administrators have
difficulty expanding and diversifying their marketing, communication, and digital engagement
practices to influence this generation of college-going students. This research involved
interviews with 27 first-semester first-year students at a regional university in the southeast.
Participants described their experiences with the college search process, including contact from
higher education institutions. Overall, this study provides a more comprehensive understanding
of Generation Z’s college choice influences.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Enrollment in higher education institutions (HEI) throughout the United States (U.S.) has
trended downward. Fall 2020 enrollments were 4% lower than in 2019, with the most significant
declines in first-year students (Avery, 2020). This enrollment decline has taken place against the
backdrop of well-intentioned and well-funded college attainment and marketing campaigns.
Despite the push to get more students into and through college, the numbers have gone in the
opposite direction. Higher education must grapple with the rising college costs, declining
confidence in higher education, and the growing number of high-value college alternatives
(Busteed, 2020). Mounting pressure to recruit students has caused colleges and universities to
invest more aggressively in reputation management through marketing and communication
campaigns (Lee, 2019).
Previous college choice research provided an outline of how students move through stepby-step processes to make their college choice decision (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006;
Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian &
Paulsen, 2016). College choice models also examined how students move through multiple
stages in the decision-making process. Research supporting these models indicated that the best
way for institutions to expand their applicant pool is to reach students during the search phase
(Toutkoushian and Paulsen, 2016), and to target their efforts to make students aware of the
institution to include it in their search activities (Lee, 2019). Han (2014) indicated that there have
been demographic shifts of high school students, technological advances improving the
dissemination of information, and the desire of the enrollment profession to redefine its purpose.
Enrollment and marketing staff at colleges and universities can use college choice research to
develop appropriate strategies to attract students. To comprehend the college choice process, it is
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essential to understand characteristics related to college choice and admission decisions (Shaw et
al., 2009; Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016). Common themes that emerged throughout previous
research include the importance of people, finances, costs, academic reputation, location, and
campus climate (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler &
Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006).
The newest generation of students, Generation Z (Gen Z), a collection of intelligent,
practical, and techno-savvy students (Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010; Seemiller & Grace, 2017), is
interested in value, authenticity, and return on investment (ROI) (Seemiller & Grace, 2017). This
generation is unique and has different aspirations from those who attended college before them,
including a desire to make a difference and find a passionate career (Loveland, 2021). HEIs must
market a vibrant learning environment with creative education experiences to attract Gen Z,
keeping in mind that Gen Z values input from their peers and parents, and affordability is their
primary concern when investigating college options (Loveland, 2021; The Chronicle of Higher
Education, 2019).
Having never known a world without apps or smartphones, Gen Z students expect
important information to be put directly in front of them. Communication with and marketing to
Gen Z students must be direct and short due to the information overload from apps on their
phones, email, and social media. The most successful communication and marketing strategies
will meet students where they are (Beck & Wright, 2019). Channels such as text, apps, and social
media should be front and center in enrollment communication and marketing (Beck & Wright,
2019). Universities need to stay focused on institution reputation and brand while developing
trust and staying market- and mission-driven when recruiting students (Anctil, 2008; Lee, 2019;
Skinner, 2019).
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Colleges and universities could benefit from having a deeper understanding of what
factors influence students’ matriculation decisions. While the literature on college choice is
abundant, more in-depth research on what factors influence Gen Z students’ college choice and
how these students experience college recruitment communication and marketing materials will
be helpful to enrollment professionals. In addition, in order to develop better recruitment
strategies enrollment professionals need to understand how new and evolving digital engagement
impacts students’ decisions and how students progress through the college search process.
Statement of Problem
Previous research focused on the factors that influence a student’s decision to pick a
particular college (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler &
Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016). There is limited
research on what influences Gen Z students to choose a particular college or how
communication, digital engagement, and marketing impact the college choice process. In
addition, there has been little research on the best recruitment strategies that offers a deep
understanding of how high school students interpret institutional communication and marketing
to make a college choice decision in the 21st century.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore what influences Gen Z students when
making a college choice.
Research Question
The following research question guided this study:
What influences Gen Z students’ college choice?
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Significance of the Study
Past researchers have provided an in-depth understanding of the college choice process
(Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler et al., 1989; Hossler &
Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016). Higher education
institutions are devoting time and money to recruitment strategies. Understanding the factors that
impact college choice and how communication from colleges and universities factor into
students’ decision-making remains vital to successful recruitment (Beck & Wright, 2019). The
findings from this research may help fill the gap.
Definitions of Terms
The terms used in this research study are defined as follows:
Choice set: The student’s set of college options, non-college options, or both. Students
put their choices into a rating scheme, rate each option in a choice set, and then select based on
these ratings (Jackson, 1982).
College choice: Students decide whether and where to go to college (Bergerson, 2009).
Generation Z (Gen Z): Individuals born between 1995 and 2010 (Seemiller & Grace,
2017).
High School Senior: A 12th grade student who is in the last year of high school
academically (National Center for Education Statistics, 2020).
Mobile optimization: The process of adjusting website content to ensure that visitors
who access the site from mobile devices have an experience customized to their device
(Brightedge, 2022).
Social media: Web-based technologies used to facilitate communication among
individual users (Tower, 2006).
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Technology/Digital Engagement: Various platforms used as communication strategies
for institutions to deliver consistent and meaningful messages to prospective students (Kitchen &
Burgmann, 2010). These can include, but are not limited to, social media, digital advertisement,
email communication, the use of customer relationship management (CRM) platforms.
University brand: A distinct classification of institutional awareness (Anctil, 2008).
Swag: Promotional goods or items (Merriam-Webster, 2022)
Delimitations and Limitations
This study is delimited to first-semester college students who attended a regional
university in the southeast. The small sample size limited the study as the experiences of these
participants cannot be generalized to students from other areas. Another potential limitation of
the study is that I may have brought my own experiences and biases to the research as the
director of undergraduate admissions. I have taken steps to limit that influence on the data
analysis by engaging in reflexivity. I also ensured that I transcribed interviews and allowed
participants to review the transcriptions.
Overview of the Study
This chapter clarified the purpose and significance of the study and addressed
delimitations and limitations. Chapter Two is a review of literature on models, and factors of
college choice, influences that play a role in determining college choice and enrollment, research
on Generation Z, and marketing, communication, and technological efforts, including the
increased use of digital engagement and the impact of these on college choice. Chapter Three
explains the methodology and qualitative tradition used in this study, including an overview of
the research population, context, sample size, procedures, data collection, data analysis methods,
measures of rigor, and the role of the researcher. Chapter Four is the presentation of data as seen
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through the narrative reflection of participants. Chapter Five is a synthesis of the study, including
implications for practice, connections of the themes to literature, and recommendations for
further study.
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Chapter 2. Review of Literature
Introduction
Higher education institutions (HEIs) are marketing to prospective students through
multiple channels to communicate the perceived value of enrolling. Understanding how students
engage in the college choice process allows enrollment managers and marketing staff at colleges
and universities to devise ways to attract students (Han, 2014; Lee, 2019; Petr & Wendel, 1998;
Skinner, 2019) and influence students’ decisions (Desjardins et al., 2019; Skinner, 2019).
College Choice Models
The college decision-making process has always been multifaceted and complicated
(Hossler & Palmer, 2015). In the early 1920s, researchers discussed how the college a student
attended had a bearing on their future (Comfort, 1925; Halle, 1928). Multiple models of college
choice process that developed since the 1980s serve as guides for current research and practice
related to college decision-making (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten,
1982; Hossler et al., 1989; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian
& Paulsen, 2016). Most college choice models utilize one or more of these approaches:
economical, psychological, or sociological (Desjardins & Tourkoushian, 2019; Hossler &
Palmer, 2015; Iloh, 2018; Kenzie et al., 2004; Paulsen, 1990). The economic approach describes
college decision-making as a rational process viewing college as an investment (Hossler &
Palmer, 2015). College is an investment in human capital because students incur direct costs and
forego earnings in the short term to gain financial benefit in the long run (Desjardins &
Tourkoushian, 2019). The most important predictors for the likelihood of enrollment in this
approach are net costs, financial aid, and the projected return on investment (Bergerson, 2009;
Desjardins & Tourkoushian, 2019; Kinzie et al., 2004; Paulsen, 1990).
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College choice models that draw on the psychological approach focus on students'
actions in the college choice process and perceived fit at a particular institution. Personality,
motivation, disposition, maturity, and personal development also play a role. These models
emphasize institutional characteristics such as costs, campus climate, location, and academic
reputation choice (Bergerson, 2009; Hossler & Palmer, 2015; Kinzie et al., 2004; Paulsen, 1990).
The sociological approach describes college choice as the interaction between
educational aspirations and certain constraints (Desjardins & Tourkoushian, 2019; Hossler &
Palmer, 2015; Perna, 2006). Interactions of social and cultural capital factors such as family
education, family income, and the extent to which educational values transmit to students from
their family’s impact students’ educational aspirations. This approach examines the earlier stages
of college choice as the formation of postsecondary educational aspirations (Perna, 2006). The
sociological approach specifies that for some students, the decision to attend a particular
institution is based solely certain aspects including but not limited to socioeconomic status, race,
gender, culture, and costs of attendance (Desjardins et al., 2006).
Most college choice models detail three broad stages: predisposition, search, and choice.
(Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987;
Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006). “In the first stage, college aspirations form, and a myriad of factors
and processes influence and shape a student’s predisposition towards higher education”
(Desjardins et al., 2006, p. 2). These aspirations may occur from early childhood through high
school and beyond. Students prepare for college attendance by taking college preparatory
courses and interacting with colleges, forming predispositions (Desjardins et al., 2006).
The search stage involves the identification of and application to select colleges. During
this stage, students gather information from various sources (e.g., institutions, family, peers)
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about colleges they are considering (Desjardins et al., 2006). Students also take entrance
examinations that many post-secondary institutions require. Students can then choose to have
their scores sent to several colleges or universities, which typically comprises what is known as
the student’s “choice set” (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982;
Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Paulsen, 1990). The search stage ends when a student has applied to
one or more institutions (Desjardins et al., 2006).
Students experience admission, college enrollment, and actual attendance during the final
stage, choice. Throughout this stage, the institutions to which the student applied decide whether
to admit the student, and the student must choose whether to accept an institution’s offer
(Desjardins, 2006). Students also decide whether to apply for financial aid to help defray the
costs of attendance. Ultimately, students must weigh their options and choose to enroll in one of
the institutions included in their choice set (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson &
Litten, 1982; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006).
Factors of College Student Choice
Common themes among these models are the importance of people throughout the
process, the role of finances and costs, academic reputation or program offerings, and the
location and campus climate of an institution (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson
& Litten, 1982; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006).
Influential Persons
Influences of family and friends in college choice operate in three ways: 1) their
comments shape students’ expectations of a particular college, 2) they might offer direct advice
on where a student should go, and 3) close friends who go to college will influence the student’s
decision (Chapman, 1981). Wong et al. (2020) found that prospective students take advice from
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others regarding university choice when they think others have honest and knowledgeable advice
to offer. For the college search process to be successful, a student needs both family and other
personal influences actively involved in the process (Chapman, 1981; Wong, 2020) with parental
influence is being of the primary factors impacting postsecondary prospective students’ college
choice (Boyer, 1987; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2019; Iloh, 2018;
Johnson et al., 1991; Lee, 2019; Sanders, 1990; Skinner, 2019; Youngblood, 2015; Wong, 2020).
Rising costs, increasing reliance on communication technologies, societal emphasis on
parenting, and the growing number of students whose parents attended college are all factors that
have increased the role parents play in their children’s education (Harper et al., 2012; Ruffalo
Noel-Levitz, 2020). Often students are not carrying the financial burden or expectations of
college alone; parents play a significant role in student college choice and provide financial
resources (Boyer, 1987; Johnson et al., 1991; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020; Orfield & Paul, 1993;
Sanders, 1990). They can usually visit a college with their student and are most often the people
with whom students feel comfortable discussing college choice. Parents, like many students, are
most interested in academic excellence and return on investment (Krezel & Krezel, 2017; Lee,
2019; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020; Petr & Wendel, 1998), and there is a high degree of correlation
between parent and student expectations that college is a four-year experience to prepare the
student for employment and upward economic mobility (Lee, 2019).
High school counselors also play a role in the college choice process (Chapman, 1981;
Harding et al., 2017; Lee; 2019; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2019; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020; Sanders,
1990; Youngblood, 2015) and are often the single most significant source of information
students have access to (Boyer, 1987; Harding et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 1991; Ruffalo NoelLevitz, 2020; Orfield & Paul, 1993; Perna, 2006; Ruffalo Noel Levitz, 2017; Woods & Domina,
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2014). Students views of counselor input as valuable in the college choice process (Lee, 2019;
Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020; Sanders, 1990; Skinner, 2019). While counselors are primary
information sources, a student’s social network plays a substantial role in college choice (Boyer,
1987; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Chapman, 1981; Johnson et al., 1993; Lee, 2019; Noel-Levitz,
2020; Sanders, 1990; Skinner, 2019; Youngblood, 2015). Skinner (2019) indicated that the more
a student has contact with peers with college ambitions, the more likely they are to pursue
college themselves and choose a particular college based on peer choices.
Financial Influences
One common factor for not applying to or selecting a specific university is cost (Seltzer,
2017; Xue & Chao, 2015). Many researchers have studied the positive impact financial aid plays
on student college choice (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982;
Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Seltzer, 2017; Xue & Chao, 2015), mainly if students form their
choice sets based on their expectations of financial aid (De La Rosa & Tierney, 2006; Desjardins
et al., 2006; Harding et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2009; Perna & Steele, 2011). Additionally, Seltzer
(2017) and Xue & Chao (2015) found that an increase in the level of tuition and fees charged by
an institution caused a significant drop in the number of students who chose to enroll. Petr and
Wendel (1998) found that
[h]igh school students will maximize the perceived benefits of their choices by attending
either an institution that has offered them a scholarship or one with low tuition and fees if
the latter institution has an acceptable rating for academic reputation. (p. 31)
Financial aid availability is often more important than the overall cost of attending (Want &
Bowles, 1993; Kim, 2004; Seltzer, 2017; Xue & Chao, 2015). Families are more likely to weigh
the low cost of one institution against another institution’s high cost minus financial aid and
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scholarships (Kim, 2004). Aside from defraying costs, student aid often is a psychological
recruitment tactic (Kim, 2004; Little & Chronister, 1983; Seltzer, 2017; Wanat & Bowles, 1993).
Flint (1992) stated:
One of the earliest studies into the effects of the awareness of financial aid and costs on
college choice indicate that about 70% of low-income college enrollees would prefer to
attend a different institution than the one attended if cost were not a factor, with more
than half of middle-income and more than one-third of high-income students agreeing. (p.
691)
While many students might choose to attend a specific institution based solely on the amount of
aid or awards they receive, the cost is not and should not be the only factor included in the
college choice process (Avery & Hoxby 2004; Dynarski, 2002; Deming & Dynarski 2009;
Seltzer, 2017; Wajeeh & Micceri, 1997).
Academic Reputation
Another institutional characteristic students consider is the quality of programs and
services (Dearden et al., 2014). The academic reputation factor is among the most influential
institutional factors in the college choice decision (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006;
Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian &
Paulsen, 2016). Rankings of colleges and universities play a significant role in students’
matriculation decisions, and changes in rankings can lead to an increase in student applications
(Bradshaw et al., 2001; Dearden et al., 2014). In addition, students use rankings to decipher what
institutions have to offer in terms of value, prestige, and price (Altbach, 2012). These rankings
impact how students view a college or university (Dearden et al., 2014; Petr & Wendel, 1998) as
students prefer to attend an institution they perceive to have the best academic reputation
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(Bastedo, 2009; Boyer, 1987; Dearden, 2014; Johnson et al., 1991). Students are also aware of
how a degree from a particular institution will affect their future marketability (Bastedo, 2009;
Boyer, 1987).
Universities that can market their academic reputation and ROI reap the benefits of
students considering universities based on academic pursuits (Lee, 2019). Some students will
determine academic reputation based on the average test scores of an institutions entering class,
while others will rely on annual academic ratings (Bastedo, 2009). The use of cutting-edge
technology, educational research opportunities, quality of classrooms, labs, and equipment are
many of the top factors influencing students’ perceptions of a university’s academic reputation
(Bastedo, 2009; Dearden, 2014; Wajeeh & Micceri, 1997).
Campus Climate and Location
Perceived social life, characteristics of the people, and experiences students can find at an
institution are also factors in determining how attractive an institution is to prospective students
(Capararo et al., 2004; Krezel & Krezel, 2017). According to Capararo et al. (2004), after
controlling for perceptions of quality, students were likely to find a school more attractive based
on how they identify themselves with the social life opportunities on campus. Some students
look to attend a university where they can achieve social status quickly, while others are
interested in being part of athletics traditions or having access to a variety of student services and
updated modern facilities (Capararo et al., 2004; Dearden et al., 2004; Krezel & Krezel, 2017).
Others appreciate the beauty of a campus or the distance from home (Lillis & Tian, 2008).
Several researchers noted that students who live near a college campus are more likely to apply
to that institution because making the transition to college was easier financially and emotionally
(Bradshaw et al., 2001; Krezel & Krezel, 2017; Lillis & Tian, 2008; Lopez-Turley, 2009).
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Students whose homes were further away seemed to place a greater relative emphasis on social
factors (Lillis & Tian, 2008; Lopez-Turley, 2009; Stordahl, 1970), such as the social atmosphere
and activities available on the weekends (Capararo et al., 2004; Krezel & Krezel, 2017; Wanat &
Bowles, 1992). Regardless of proximity to home, students living on campus are concerned with
social, cultural, and other living conditions (Bowers & Pugh, 1973; Capararo et al., 2004; Wanat
& Bowles,1992).
Institutions have become increasingly aware of students’ perceptions of the social aspects
of college and have begun to market the enhanced social life experience (Dearden et al., 2014;
Jaschik, 2013). Increased spending on amenities and services has proven valuable in the
recruiting process, as colleges have found they can attract students, particularly Gen Z, by
spending more money in these areas (Dearden et al., 2014; Jaschik, 2013).
Generation Z
“In 1995, the internet was born. So, too was Gen Z” (Seemiller & Grace, 2017, p. 21).
The oldest of the Gen Z generation arrived at college in 2013, and now these students fill our
classrooms, campus programs, and residence halls. HEIs that have spent the last decade catering
to Millennials must pivot to appeal to Gen Z over the next decade. To recruit, educate, and
graduate this new generational cohort, HEIs must understand these students' overarching
characteristics, perspectives, and styles (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2019; Seemiller &
Grace, 2017).
Gen Z is profoundly shaped by advances in technology, issues of violence, a volatile
economy, and social justice movements. Although not everyone born into this generational
period shares the same values or experiences, they share a common context that shapes their
view of the world (Seemiller & Grace, 2017). Because they grew up in a society with a
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crumbling economy, widespread public shootings, the COVID-19 pandemic, and ongoing
violence and terrorism, Gen Z students have the desire to change the world (Beck & Wright,
2019; Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010; Parker & Igielnik, 2020; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). This
generation is ready to have their voices heard, share ideas, and lead by action (The Chronicle of
Higher Education, 2019; Fong, 2020; Parker & Igielnik, 2020; Seemiller & Grace, 2017; Strauss
& Howe, 2007), so students will look for institutions that can provide them with this opportunity
(Beck & Wright, 2019).
Members of Gen Z are more racially and ethnically diverse than any previous generation
(The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2019; Parker & Igielnik, 2020; Seemiller & Grace, 2017),
are less likely to drop out of high school, and are more likely to enroll in college (Beck &
Wright, 2019; Parker & Igielnik, 2020). Gen Z students are more likely to have college-educated
parents and work less than generations before them due to being more engaged in educational
endeavors (Parker & Igielnik, 2020). Gen Z has had more access to information than any other
generation at their age through smartphones and internet access at both home and school. These
students have a constant need to connect to their social pipelines, have access to digital
information, and collaborate with their peers.
This generation shops for good value and appreciates transparency, so vague ROI data is
no longer enough. Students want in-depth and transparent ROI information and costs to
understand these expectations upfront (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2019). Therefore,
recruitment strategies to attract Gen Z need to be more practical and focused on relevant
academic programs and support services. Institutions must emphasize the value of the degree and
highlight programs that differentiate their institution from others (Dearden et al., 2014; Jaschik,
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2013). Understanding what influences Gen Z students is helpful as universities recruit this
generation.
Learning Preferences
Gen Z’s learning preferences reflect their career aspirations. One example would be their
preference for internship opportunities early in their academic career because they want their
working experience to incorporate what they are learning in their coursework. Gen Z students
prefer to engage in hands-on learning opportunities to immediately apply what they learn to reallife (The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2019; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). Although students
prefer hands-on learning, Gen Z students are observers. They like to watch others complete tasks
before attempting those tasks, so it wouldn’t be unusual to see Gen Z students watching a video
on how to do something rather than reading about it in a book (Skopec, 2021). Creating a vibrant
learning environment for Gen Z with creative approaches that combine social interactions,
technology, and assignments that simulate real-life work situations is ideal (Pearson Education,
2015). Incorporating additional opportunities for technological systems both in and out of the
classroom with online learning options, videos of course materials, and virtual events will be
required to keep Gen Z engaged (Fong, 2020; Philip & Garcia, 2013).
Career Aspirations
Gen Z students want to have a passion for and enjoyment from their work, and they need
the skills that prepare them for a stable career; therefore, academic programs should be more
career-focused than ever before (Skopec, 2021). Many Gen Z students want to work for
themselves after college, which might affect their major or course selection (The Chronicle of
Higher Education, 2019). Because Gen Z is comfortable with technology, they can easily see the
value of hard sciences in the workplace, meaning science, technology, engineering, and
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mathematics (STEM) majors will continue to grow in popularity. Students may find it
challenging to commit to majors such as those in the arts and humanities that are less clearly
connected to a career path (Beck & Wright, 2019). In addition to valuing the connection of their
academic work to a future career, students also see the value in extracurricular involvement to
round out their resumes. They will be particularly interested in activities that allow networking
and skill-building with various unique and diverse individuals (Beck & Wright, 2019).
Exposure to Diversity
Gen Z is the most diverse generation in U.S. history. Over 80% of Gen Z students report
having friends whose race is different from theirs, not surprising considering nearly half (48%)
of Gen Z students are racial or ethnic minorities compared to 39% of the Millennial generation
(Fry & Parker, 2018). Gen Z students are more likely to have an openly gay classmate (Beck &
Wright, 2019), to advocate for the use of preferred names and pronouns, and to champion a
variety of social justice causes such as Black Lives Matter, the Me-Too movement, legalization
of same-sex marriage, immigration, religious freedom, and transgender and women’s rights
(Beck & Wright, 2019; The Chronicle of Higher Education, 2019; Fong, 2020; Parker &
Igielnik, 2020; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). It is no longer sufficient to talk about the value of
diversity and inclusion. Students want to see universities create departments or join multi-school
alliances to promote diversity and inclusion (Parker & Igielnik, 2020).
Recruiting Gen Z Through the Use of Digital and Print Communication
This generation is a unique cohort whose needs, expectations, perspectives, and
aspirations are different from those who entered college before them (Skopec, 2021). Gen Z
requires various communication methods to attract their attention (The Chronicle of Higher
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Education, 2019; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). Just as recruitment strategies need to continue to
evolve and improve, so does the use of digital and print engagement (Lee, 2019).
“Successful student marketing and recruitment require that the most valuable attributes of
institutions be clearly and effectively communicated to the desired targeted students” (Han,
2014, p. 125). Standard communication recruitment practices include print publications, direct
mail, website marketing, social media, texting, digital marketing, email, telemarketing, and
campus visits (Anctil, 2008; Han, 2014; Hossler, 1999). The material produced and distributed to
prospective Gen Z students need to be accurate, complete, and reflective of the intellectual and
social life at the institution (Anctil, 2008; Canterbury, 1999; Lee, 2019).
The recruitment process has stayed the same for decades; however, new digital
opportunities are replacing traditional forms of communication (Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010).
Enrollment offices throughout the country use technology, yet few have confidence they fully
benefit from its presence (Beck & Wright, 2019; Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010). The internet, social
networking, and new forms of digital content are revolutionizing how colleges and universities
communicate with their niche audience (Anderson & Jiang, 2018). According to Anderson and
Jiang (2018) with the Pew Research Center, 95% of 13- to17-year-olds have access to a
smartphone, and 88% of teens report having access to a desktop or laptop at home. Forty-five
percent of teens say they are online almost constantly, and 44% say they are online several times
a day with YouTube, Instagram, and Snapchat as their favorite online destinations (Anderson &
Jiang, 2018).
Recognizing that this generation of students is overwhelmingly more technology-friendly
indicates the importance of diversifying how and when institutions disseminate information
(Beck & Wright, 2019; Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010). Digital engagement can significantly impact
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student recruitment (Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010), although the presence of digital engagement or
other independent enrollment-related activities such as campus visits or college recruitment fairs
are no longer enough. The blending of marketing and digital engagement creates the best use of
resources and might provide the highest possible ROI (Beck & Wright, 2019; Lindbeck &
Fodrey, 2010).
Having never known a world without apps, Gen Z students expect important information
to be put directly in front of them. The most successful communication strategies require
institutions to meet students through text, apps, and social media (Han, 2014). Because so much
of the information students receive is digital, communication with Gen Z should be through
personalized and individualized messaging (Beck & Wright, 2019). The importance of simple
websites, personalized messages both print and electronic, and keeping individualized and
personal contact as relevant and practical as possible is key to successful recruitment (Beck &
Wright, 2019; Lindbeck & Fodrey, 2010; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). Multiple digital and
personalized recruitment efforts, including social media, websites, mobile optimization and
texting, customer relationship management, and print material, have risen in popularity (Ruffalo
Noel-Levtiz, 2020).
Social Media
Social media as a recruitment tool for attracting students has become particularly
valuable when connecting with students, given the high level of familiarity and usage among this
age group (Clark et al., 2017). Social media increasingly represents an essential part of a brand’s
communication strategy. Rutter et al. (2015) found that 46% of students visited a college’s
Facebook or Instagram page, and 69% of those liked a college’s Facebook or Instagram page.
With social media rising in popularity across university campuses and among students, it is
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becoming more pertinent to understand the impact of social media efforts. Social media provides
universities a medium for fostering relationships with students and enables more frequent, faster,
and richer interactions (Clark et al., 2017). Social media, which allows universities to reply
quickly to questions, generates better engagement with followers and potential students.
Universities that interact more with their followers achieve better student recruitment
performance than universities that fail to interact (Rutter et al., 2015). Interacting with students
via social media even before they are in the enrollment funnel is an opportunity to establish a
sense of belonging between the student and the institution (Rutter et al., 2015). Institutions that
are not using social media are falling behind in their marketing efforts and might be giving up a
competitive advantage in the recruitment process (Zimmermann, 2013).
Websites
Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2020) studied 151 institutions and found that the three most
effective outreach strategies outside of social media included email communications, text
messaging, and mobile responsive websites. They also noted that a redesign of university
websites is a key recruitment strategy seen across institutions (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020).
The shift in popularity towards more visual forms of websites shows the undeniable power of
images and videos, mainly when they illustrate campus life for prospective students (Ruffalo
Noel-Levitz, 2019). Before requesting information, prospective students visit an institution’s
website and search for information, tour various site elements, and make critical decisions
(Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2019). Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2009) noted that prospective students spend
hours online every week and have an intuitive sense of how a website should be designed and the
ease with which it is navigated. They also discovered that 94% of first-year college students
viewed the university website before deciding where to attend and that 88% of college-going
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students would be disappointed or would possibly eliminate a school from consideration if the
institution’s website did not meet their expectations (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2009). Almost a
decade later, Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2019) reported similar findings in that 50% of students said
the website was influential in their application decision, 75% preferred simplicity in website
navigation, 52% viewed college websites on their mobile phones, and over 69% of these students
would utilize live chat features on websites with enrollment personnel if available.
Mobile Optimization and Texting
Since Gen Z is most likely to use mobile devices when researching, communicating with,
and even applying to various universities, universities are using marketing channels to leverage
text messaging and build mobile optimization to keep up with student expectations (Dejarnette,
2019; Schwieger et al., 2018). Thanks to smartphones, texting is one of the easiest ways to get
messages in front of students. It is especially effective for updating prospects about their
applications, and it is an efficient way to get conversations started and keep them going (Ruffalo
Noel-Levitz, 2019.) With the growth of Short Message Services (SMS) and instant messaging, it
is no question that these channels can have a sizable impact on student recruitment (Han, 2014;
Johnston, 2010). Direct messaging boasts the benefits of being quick and convenient while still
retaining a personal touch. Text messages from university staff can enhance existing support and
aid students’ social integration into university life. Texting can also facilitate the development of
productive relationships for those who would otherwise be socially isolated (Harley et al., 2007).
Customer Relationship Management
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) platforms provide the same quick and
regular contact for recruitment. CRMs help streamline the admissions process, keep track of
students through the enrollment funnel, strengthen relationships with students and families,
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provide personal touchpoints, and generate real-time reports for various enrollment purposes
(Dejarnette, 2019). For example, some systems allow for integrated texting that reaches students
at the right time. A CRM can automate nurturing strategies through email communication to
reduce the number of manual outreach efforts and allow enrollment management teams to
increase their focus on personal touches (Dejarnette, 2019). Ruffalo Noel-Levitz (2019) found
that 97% of students said they would open an email from a school they were considering. Using
a CRM platform for enrollment management processes helps improve recruiting results and
ultimately brings more visibility to the institution (Khabosha, 2017. Gen Z students are more
likely to be interested in a university due to ease, efficiency, convenience, and better
communication, all provided by a CRM system (Schwieger et al., 2018).
Print Material
While digital engagement with prospective students is on the rise, connecting personally
with students through print remains a recruitment tactic (Dejarnette, 2019). Printed recruitment
materials are a standard contact method used throughout the enrollment funnel dating all the way
back to Chapman’s (1981) research which focused on the importance of printed materials on
students’ college selection. He argued that “The way an institution describes itself through its
printed materials is one of the relatively few ways a college can exercise direct influence on
prospective students’ choice” (p. 491). However, Boyer (1987) found that 40% of students
surveyed about college publications said they felt the material did not tell them what was
important about college. That same percentage even doubted the accuracy of the publication.
Armstrong and Lumsden (1999) found that college recruiting materials need to be more
graphically exciting and include more easy-to-read information about the cost of an education.
However, more recent researchers have continued to describe the importance of printed materials
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in the college search process (Anctil, 2008; Capararo, 2004; Chase et al., 2019; Crone et al.,
2016; Dejarnette, 2019; Lee, 2019, Skinner, 2019). Lee (2019) suggested that institutions can
help prospective students and their parents learn about and experience a college’s value system
and culture using cohesive communication via symbols and narratives from current students and
alumni throughout their print material (Lee, 2019). One advantage of print media today is the
ability to tailor it to individual student needs (LaCour, 2005; Ruffalo Noel-Levtiz, 2019).
Personalized Communication and Outreach
Personal contact is one of the most effective methods of influencing students’ decisionmaking (Harren et al., 2011). Personalized messages in print and digital content assist institutions
in keeping contacts as relevant and practical as possible (Beck & Wright, 2019; Lindbeck &
Fodrey, 2010; Seemiller & Grace, 2017). Surprisingly, because so much of the information
students receive is digital, communicating with Gen Z through print and handwritten notes is
also effective given their novelty and connotation of personal connection (Han, 2014). Gen Z
students prefer getting information in an easy-to-consume way; therefore, enrollment managers
have the challenge of funneling and filtering information to prospective students in a valuable
and effective manner (Lee, 2019).
Marketing in Higher Education
Successful marketing for higher education requires identifying tangible characteristics of
an institution and distinguishing them from the tangible characteristics of competitors (Anctil,
2008). For decades, researchers have found that universities need to re-examine which features
attract applicants due to competition for students and continued increases in tuition rates (Butler
and Little, 1988; Goldgehn, 1989; Lee, 2018; Skinner, 2019). Since the 1980s, institutions have
operated within an increasingly competitive environment with colleges and universities
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providing more and better student services, improved physical upgrades, expanded curricula,
improved facilities, and enhanced teaching methods (Bradshaw et al., 2001; Lee, 2019; Moogan,
2011; Skinner, 2019).
Past college choice models did not directly reflect the increasing importance of
marketing, communication, and digital engagement in meeting students’ needs related to their
college decision (Moogan, 2011). More recent college choice literature highlights that a critical
component of marketing is to attract students by standing out among multiple postsecondary
institutions (Kinzie et al., 2004; Lee, 2018). College choice research shifted to focus more on
marketing and communication because of the enrollment challenges (Bradshaw et al., 200; Lee,
2018). Campuses became more interested in the factors that influenced college choice to identify
marketing strategies that would be most effective with students predisposed to attend college
(Bradshaw et al., 2001, Lee, 2018; Moogan, 2011). Colleges and universities have aggressively
invested in reputation management through marketing and communication programs designed to
influence the perceived value of enrolling. Students look for value, affordability, transparency,
confidence, and authenticity (Lee, 2018; Moogan, 2011).
Reputation Management
Lee (2019) found that institutions should align how others see the university (image) with
what the institution is (identity), utilizing marketing efforts focused on these two factors. A
positive image is an asset making the institution stand out from the crowded marketplace and
attracting the attention of prospective students and their families. Students’ perceptions of
university identity directly affect college choice outcomes (Lafuente-Ruiz-de-Sabando et al.,
2018; Lee 2019), as students give credibility to information from current students, faculty, and
staff.
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Macro-level marketing, defined as the influence marketing strategies have on decision
making, focuses on the ability of institutions to bring about change in an individual’s choice
process (Chase et al., 2019; Dejarnette, 2019; Lee, 2019, Skinner, 2019). Ruffalo Noel-Levitz
(2020) found that the most effective macro-level marketing strategies include online display
advertising, search engine optimization, re-targeted ads, leveraging analytics, and search engine
optimization. There has also been an increase in the use of email, messages with links to personal
URLs, digital advertising, and text messaging throughout enrollment recruitment practices
(Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020).
University Brand
Students today are more brand-savvy than previous generations (Lee, 2018). Colleges
and universities that increased social media tactics, used enrollment print materials, and
convened institution-wide marketing committees saw a positive impact on the quality of their
applicants; those schools also reported these efforts reflected positively by increasing awareness
of the school’s brand (Lee, 2018; Lipman Hearne, 2010). College and university branding aim to
frame a clear image to prospective students and elevate the image to brand status. Institutions use
multiple branding concepts to recruit students, including brand as a logo/image, brand
awareness, identity, meaning, personality, and consistency (Rutter et al., 2015). The value of a
brand includes awareness of an institution, recognition of what an institution is known for, a
sense of loyalty toward the institution, an understanding of the institution’s worth, and the desire
to pay a premium price to be associated with that institution (Toma et al., 2005). Rutter et al.
(2015) found that fostering relationships with students who endorse the brand is critical.
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Content Marketing
Colleges and universities also have an opportunity to leverage content marketing, which
is the creation and sharing of online material that does not explicitly promote their brand but also
stimulates interest in the university (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2019). Interactive marketing continues
to grow, and HEIs benefit from their embrace of social media and digital engagement. The new
higher education marketing focus should be on making sense of all the information online and
simplifying it for students (Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2019; Wong, 2020). Students want to engage
with universities through creativity, entertainment, connectivity, and humor where applicable
(Lee, 2019; Wong, 2020). Content marketing is one way to demonstrate these attributes. Content
is timely, has a purpose, and drives the audience to act and engage (Pulizzi, 2013). Institutions
that make a conscious effort to increase the use of newer technologies and integrate them into
enrollment processes have the potential to offer information and features about the institution in
a way students prefer to consume it (Lee, 2018; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2019).
Summary
This review has provided connections between factors related to college choice and to
communication and marketing strategies impacting Gen Z students. In this Chapter, I included a
review of literature on college choice models, factors that influence a student’s college choice
decision, characteristics of Gen Z, and relevant research on how institutions are marketing
themselves to potential students.
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Chapter 3. Methodology
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore what influences Gen Z students when
making a college choice. Through thick and rich descriptions, I explored students’ college choice
processes. These descriptions explained what affects Gen Z students' college choice and how
they interpret and utilize communication and marketing information provided by HEIs to decide
where or if to attend college. A significant amount of research provided details on the college
search process (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al., 2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler et al.,
1989; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006; Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016),
but a further examination of how Gen Z makes decisions about college will help admissions and
enrollment professionals design more effective marketing and recruiting efforts at their
institutions (Lee, 2019).
Research Design
Methodology is the lens a researcher looks through when deciding how to answer the
research question (Mills & Birks, 2014). The methodology includes how the researcher designs
the study, interacts with participants, selects the research site, and collects and analyzes data
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010). Much of the previous research on college choice used a
quantitative approach (Chapman, 1981; Jackson, 1982; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler &
Gallaher, 1987). Due to the personal nature of college choice and the individual nature of their
decision-making process, I chose a qualitative and interpretive research design to gather in-depth
descriptions of how students make college choice decisions and how marketing, communication,
and digital engagement strategies influence those decisions.
Qualitative research emphasizes the study of a phenomenon from the perspective of the
insider. Creswell (2013) states that we conduct qualitative research to explore a problem or issue,
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identify variables that are not easily measured, and hear from voices that may be silenced. My
study shared these characteristics as I sought to understand the personal and individual aspects of
the college choice process. Having descriptive information from participants allowed me to
understand better how students process various interactions through marketing, communication,
and digital engagement with HEIs and how those interactions impact their decision-making
process. I hoped to provide insight for future higher education enrollment practices.
Research Question
The following research question guided this study: What influences Gen Z students’
college choice?
Role of the Researcher
Because the researcher plays such an integral part in the qualitative process, it is
necessary to examine the role of the researcher. Researchers must be aware of how their own
biases, values, and personal background might affect their research (Creswell, 2013). In the
search for meaning, the researcher is the primary data collection and analysis instrument, and
inductive investigative strategy (Merriam & Grenier, 2019), simply they make sense of others'
meaning about a topic (McMillian & Schumacher, 2010), but should do so without bias. As an
enrollment manager, I work with college students daily. Because of this role and my experiences,
I brought my own opinions and assumptions about students' college choice process to this study.
Bias, also described as experimenter effects, refers to both deliberate and unintentional
influences that the researcher has on their subjects. “Experimenter effects also occur if the
characteristic of the investigator or person collecting data, such as clothing, age, sex, educational
level, and race, affect subjects’ responses” (McMillian & Schumacher, 2010, p. 113). Strategies
to address potential bias include demonstrating openness, sensitivity, respect, awareness, and
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responsiveness during interactions with participants (Patton, 2015). Researchers must maintain
trust and an understanding of participants’ experiences while recognizing the role the
phenomenon, in this case, college choice, plays in the research. It is essential that the researcher
analyzes comparative cases rather than generalize the study results (Creswell, 2013; Crewswell
& Poth, 2018; McMillam & Schumacher, 2010; Patton, 2015).
As the researcher, I utilized all the above recommendations to ensure I could accurately
understand participants’ college choice paths. I needed to acknowledge any relationship between
myself and the participants involved in this research through reflexivity (Creswell, 2013). I
sought to minimize predispositions through self-questioning and allowed participants to review
the results through member checks (Crewswell, 2013; Crewswell & Poth, 2018; McMillam &
Schumacher, 2010; Patton, 2015).
Sample
My sample consisted of 27 first-semester full-time students who graduated from high
school in the spring of 2021 and who were enrolled at a regional public university in the
southeast.
Sample Selection
Consistent with qualitative research designs, I chose the participants for this study in a
purposeful manner (Creswell, 2013). Purposeful sampling involves selecting participants with
experience or knowledge of the phenomenon being studied (Creswell, 2013). I recruited
participants for this study by emailing instructors who teach a First-Year Experience (FYE)
course, asking if they would provide names of students willing to participate in the research.
Eight FYE instructors provided names and contact information including email and phone
numbers of students enrolled in their courses. I emailed students based on the contact
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information provided by their FYE instructors to ask if they were willing to participate. In my
email (Appendix A), I noted that I was looking for students in their first semester of college who
had graduated from high school in the spring of 2021 to participate in my study. This ensured
that the participants went through a recent recruitment cycle and could have used recruitment
marketing and communication materials to make their college decision. If they were willing to
participate, I scheduled an interview via Zoom.
Data Collection
I collected data through in-depth interviews. Due to the reliance on interviews, I needed
to be skilled in the interview process (McMillam & Schumacher, 2010). I piloted the interview
questions with a current senior-level student at a regional public institution in the southeast.
Based on the pilot interviews, I made changes to several questions for better clarity. Interview
questions are in Appendix B.
I conducted interviews using the Zoom platform, which allowed me to record them. In
addition, I took notes during the interview. After the interviews were over, I downloaded
transcripts of the Zoom session, listened to each session and edited the transcript as necessary for
accuracy. I provided my notes of the interview and the interview transcription to each participant
and asked them to verify whether I accurately captured their perceptions and experiences. I did
this immediately after each interview to ensure the information was fresh, allowing for member
checking by confirming observations and participants’ meanings (McMillam & Schumacher,
2010).
Data Analysis
Creswell (2013) suggested that researchers go through the data and highlight significant
statements, sentences, or quotes explaining how participants experience the phenomenon
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allowing the researcher to develop clusters of meaning into themes. I organized the transcripts to
code various aspects of the interview text and detect common themes or outliers throughout
interviews (Creswell, 2013).
Trustworthiness
The components that makeup trustworthiness in qualitative research include credibility,
dependability, transferability, and confirmability (Shenton, 2004). I used triangulation,
transferability, thick descriptions, purposive sampling, reflexivity, and member checks to provide
trustworthiness for this study.
Patton (2015) recommends that researchers focus on rigorous techniques and methods for
gathering data that are carefully analyzed, with attention to credibility issues. Credibility is the
confidence placed in the truth of the research findings (Patton, 2015). For this study, I used
triangulation to ensure credibility. Triangulation is the extent to which multiple sources support
data (Creswell, 2013). I conducted interviews with participants who had different experiences
throughout the college choice process. I heard participants’ perspectives and compared them to
others throughout the interviews. This form of triangulation provided me with an opportunity to
determine if the data would be transferable.
Transferability, a qualitative term often used to describe external validity, is another
measure of trustworthiness (Creswell, 2013). Transferability allowed the researcher and the
audience to see how my findings were applicable in other contexts (Patton, 2015). To provide
transferability, I utilized thick descriptions, description, interpretation, and analysis (Creswell,
2013; Patton, 2015).
As the researcher, I must be confident in the truth of my findings by continuously
evaluating methods and techniques to ensure trustworthiness (Patton, 2015). I spent extensive
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time conducting and reviewing interviews to objectively evaluate the study to ensure reflexivity.
In addition, I conducted member checks by providing interview summaries to each participant to
ensure accuracy. Lastly, to ensure confirmability as the researcher, I needed to understand the
perspective of participants and the meaning people give to their experiences (Patton, 2015).
Confirmability is achieved by clearly describing the research process and being as transparent as
possible (Creswell, 2013). These methods of ensuring trustworthiness worked together to
produce a balanced study.
Ethical Considerations
Ethical considerations include protection of participant privacy, a commitment to do
no harm, anonymity, and the importance of maintaining confidentiality (Patton, 2015). For
this study, I followed the ethical considerations as mandated by the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) at East Tennessee State University and maintained the highest ethical standards
within my research. I completed the required IRB training, and all participants signed an
informed consent which the IRB approved. The informed consent included the purpose of the
study, how confidentiality would be protected, and information about data protection.
I protected the data throughout the research by keeping it in a secure location on my
laptop, which is password protected. I protected the participants’ identities by using
pseudonyms. For the Zoom interviews, I asked the participants to be in a private location to
ensure confidentiality. Other than my dissertation chair, I was the only person to have access
to the data. I will eliminate all data following the timeline for human subjects’ research.
Summary
Much of the research on college choice provided multiple factors students consider when
making a college choice decision (Chapman, 1981; Jackson, 1982; Hanson & Litten, 1982;
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Hossler & Gallaher, 1987). For this study, I sought a more in-depth analysis of Gen Z students'
experiences with college choice and an understanding of how communication marketing and
digital engagement strategies used by HEIs impact decisions. Using a qualitative methodology
enabled me to obtain detailed, in-depth descriptions of students’ experiences throughout the
college choice process.
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Chapter 4. Results
Data Collection and Analysis
To answer my research question, I used a purposeful sampling procedure, resulting in 27
participants. I recruited participants for this study by emailing instructors who teach a First-Year
Experience (FYE) course, asking if they would provide names of students willing to participate
in the research. Eight FYE instructors provided names and contact information of students
enrolled in their courses, including email and phone numbers. I contacted students via email to
ask if they were willing to participate. The email (Appendix A) noted that I was looking for
students in their first semester of college who had graduated from high school in the spring of
2021. This ensured that the participants had gone through a recent recruitment cycle and received
recruitment marketing and communication materials to make their college decision. Once
participants agreed to participate, I sent another email with the informed consent and Zoom link
for the interview (Appendix C). All participants confirmed that they graduated from high school
in the spring of 2021 and were in their first semester in college at a regional public institution in
the southeast.
I collected data using in-depth, one-on-one interviews. When corresponding with
participants, I disclosed my professional title as director of undergraduate admissions. Each
interview took place over Zoom, a virtual meeting platform. I conducted the interviews between
November 1 and December 10, 2021. I asked each participant questions from a predetermined
interview protocol (Appendix B). On occasion, I asked follow-up questions depending on the
participant’s responses.
I edited the initial transcription of each Zoom interview and sent it to the participant for
review. After receiving participant approval, I coded the data and categorized it into themes.
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Participants described 29 institutions throughout interviews; I noted each institution with a letter.
I used several steps to code the data. First, I organized and prepared for it analysis. Then read
and re-read the transcripts. During this process, general themes started to emerge. Next, I coded
the data based on each interview question, segmenting the data for each question into broad
categories. Lastly, I labeled each category with appropriate terms and used numbers to identify
how often each general category or theme emerged.
Participant Profiles
Scott was the first in his family to attend college. He started thinking about college in the
eighth grade. “In eighth grade, we had a career fest at [Institution P] …I remember feeling a little
overwhelmed with all the decisions. I wanted to apply to all the schools that I was interested in.”
He applied to five colleges since he wanted to have a lot of options and was undecided in his
choice of major.
My freshman year, I visited [Institution B] and knew it was a special place because of the
welcoming atmosphere...a friend of mine who was a year ahead of me was enrolled at the
university, which helped influence my decision to apply there.
He submitted his college applications with the help of his high school counselor during college
application week when application fees were free. He received support throughout the college
choice process from the staff at his high school, friends, and an alumnus of the university he is
currently attending. Scott explained what mattered most to him:
The most important factors for me when exploring colleges were costs, location in that I
wanted to be far enough away from home, but not too far, and I wanted to ensure the
campus had support services for students as it relates to counseling…I was always
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looking for a lot of resources for counseling, and [Institution B] has a huge counseling
department.
Karen knew from a young age she wanted to attend college because both of her parents
are college-educated. “I just kind of thought it was the natural next step, and in seventh grade, I
went on a field trip to [Institution Q] which piqued my interest.” During eighth grade, she
developed an interest in media and communications, and the university where she is currently
enrolled, Institution B, had a great media and communications program. “In eighth grade, I was
like, oh they [Institution B] [have] media and communication, and I knew I wanted to go there.”
She created a list of potential universities by looking at program information specifically for
media and communications and American Sign Language. She applied to two universities just in
case with the help of her dad, who developed a close relationship with one of the recruiters at the
university she now attends. Several factors were most influential to Karen. “The factors that most
influenced me included the reputation of the program I was interested in, I wanted to be far
enough away, but close enough to get home quickly, and costs.” The university she chose had
recently gone through a tuition reset for out-of-state students, significantly influencing her
decision.
Rima is a first-generation college student who knew growing up that she would want to
attend college. “My mom and uncles served as good role models and seeing their work ethic
influenced me to start thinking about what I wanted to do for a future which included attending
college.” Her most influential family member was her uncle, who came from a family that could
not afford to send him to college. “To achieve his [uncle] dream of attending college, he joined
the Navy to pay for school. My uncle helped me with looking at college; he would ask me
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difficult questions to help me make my choice.” Rima first visited a university with the JROTC
(Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps) in high school.
I created a list of potential universities that allowed me to explore new things and
surround myself with diverse and unique people from different backgrounds and cultures.
The most important factors for me when considering colleges were financial aid, location
since I needed to be close enough to a military base to get care if I ever needed it, and the
academic program; I wanted to pursue a degree in criminal justice.
In her senior year of high school, while living in Germany with her family, she met a college
recruiter at a college fair who provided her information about Institution B.
Olivia, a first-generation college student, didn’t start looking at colleges until the first
semester of her senior year.
I never put much thought into attending college; however, as I saw other students
considering college, I didn’t want to be left out. My parents didn’t attend college, and
their jobs are fine, but you know you always want to strive to do better, and I wanted to
have a stable job. I got accepted to a college, and it really boosted my confidence, and
from there, I just explored and started applying to other places; I hoped to attend a
university that was large but not too large, offered great academic experience, and out-ofclass activities. I hoped to find one [a college] that made diversity a priority, provided a
welcoming campus with a fun vibe, and offered an academic program that would allow
me to pursue goals of becoming a physical therapist.
Aleigha attended multiple college recruitment events during high school. “I remember
my freshman year of high school deciding that college was for me.” She is a first-generation
college student involved in the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and got advice from her
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colonel throughout the college search process. “My colonel said that I would be good at
psychology, so I decided to look into that. I received support not only from my ROTC colonel,
but my boyfriend and high school counselors.” Outside of academic programs, Aleigha said,
“The most important factors when considering universities included location and costs and
Google, recruitment events, and print with swag meant a lot to me.”
Kalani said:
I knew that I wanted to attend college since elementary school. I am the first in my family
to attend a four-year university. I wanted to go to [Institution O], but my dad would not
pay for it, and I started hearing about all of their strict rules, so I changed my mind.
She visited several schools her junior year of high school and did not feel drawn to many of
them.
Several universities contacted me to play soccer; all were private institutions with high
costs, and the campuses lacked the newer buildings I wanted. Campus size and feel were
important to me; I wanted to know my professors and feel welcomed at the school I
would attend.
The institution where she is currently enrolled provided an out-of-state tuition rate that made it
less expensive to attend than many of her in-state options. Kalani said, “Outside of costs,
websites, social media, Google, and mail, was impactful to my decision. I remember getting a tshirt from Institution B, which I really liked.”
Matt said, “Everyone always talks about how college looks like so much fun.” Matt
wanted to find a college that offered his major. In addition, size was important to Matt:
I didn’t want a school that had 50,000 students. I wanted to find a school that was not too
big and not too small. I wanted competitive academic programs, vibrant student life, far,
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but not too far from home, costs, and class size that allowed me to get to know my
classmates and professors.
Matt described how institutional communication and marketing impacted his decision:
I looked at the [Institution B] website a lot, and it was helpful because the homepage
shows what they are doing, how many activities there are, good students experiences, and
I explored academics and finances. Google helped me discover one of the best schools
for my academic interest.
Patrick came from a family where most are college educated. “I just kind of thought
college was a natural next step.” He was interested in pursuing a degree in pharmacy, so he
participated in a pharmacy camp hosted at a university during the summer.
I went to pharmacy camp that my mom signed me up for, and I thought it was pretty
interesting, so I started looking into that college because they had a good program. I also
enrolled in dual enrollment classes, which provided me a head start. The most important
factors for me when looking at colleges was location, costs, and program. Websites,
Google searches, and email influenced my decision.
Vicki knew since she was a freshman in high school that college would be the next step
for her after graduation.
My parents are, I wouldn’t say strict, but kind of wanted a plan early on about college, so
I knew I needed to prepare in high school, and my brother didn’t attend, so it was
important to them as well because of that. I wanted to be far enough from home so that I
can branch out and do my own thing but close enough to my family, where if anything,
they're just an hour and a half away. A caring environment played a role in my decisionmaking process.
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Josh always knew he wanted to help people, which motivated him to apply to college to
pursue a degree that would allow him to fulfill that goal.
I knew I would be attending college as early as middle school just because I knew that at
the time I didn't know what I wanted to do as in terms of career, but I knew that I was
going to help people, whether that be in the medical field, or whether that be something
else. During high school, I took a course in which we learned all about higher education
and the college application process.
As he navigated the college search process with this mom, he realized staying close to home was
essential.
I wanted to stay closer to home, so I could still be in close contact with friends and
family. I applied to three institutions; [Institution C] offered two years of college for free,
[Institution A] because I love college football, and [Institution B] which had my program
and I could afford to go there.
Word of mouth and current student stories assisted as he made his decision:
University websites… reviews of the specific universities or colleges from a student
standpoint…I would say I liked [Institution B] because everything I saw in terms of
student feedback was outstanding. Once I applied to [Institution B], I was accepted via
email the next day, and that really set [Institution B] apart from others.
Kristin doesn’t remember when she decided she would be attending college, but shared:
I have really high ambitions for myself, and I always knew I wanted to do something that
required a college degree. As a homeschooled student, I didn’t attend college fairs or
have interactions with colleges during my school day. My first several interactions were
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as I applied to universities. I wanted to go into the medical field, and [Institution B] had
great health programs and was driving distance from home so I could commute.
For Sean, college was part of the plan.
I grew up in a household where it was expected that the next step after high school was
college. I remember going on tour to a university that provided information about how to
apply for college and what a college campus looks and feels like.
As he explored colleges, nursing rankings became the most important factor.
I started looking at schools revolving around nursing, and I wanted to attend a program
that was competitive, but not so competitive I would not get in. I applied to three
universities, all of which had nursing programs. One of those institutions served as my
safety school in case I didn’t get accepted into one of the other two. I wanted to be able to
walk around campus instead of riding a bus or biking, and location was important
because I wanted to be far enough away to where I could feel independent but close
enough to travel back home easily. I used the university websites to gauge the reputation
of the nursing program.
Sean said social media, Naviance, and print mail influenced his decision. “I would get mail; I
always thought it was really cool when I got like a little care package or something else; it got
me excited.”
Madison has known since middle school that she wanted to attend college. “Being the
first in my family to pursue a four-year degree was important to me.” During high school, she
began exploring her options. “I received emails from colleges and universities after I took my
first ACT. I wanted to be close enough from home, but not too far away, as well as be on a
campus that was not too big.” With the help of her parents and high school counselor, she
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applied to three institutions. “When making a final decision, the most important factors for me
came down to location, program, and costs. I was getting more scholarship money at [Institution
B] than anywhere else, which helped make my decision.”
Kelly had heard from her mom growing up that involvement throughout high school was
important. “My mom always told me to join clubs so you can put it on your resume.” Kelly’s
brother was enrolled in college while she was navigating the college choice process. “His
experiences, along with the college plans of my friends, played a role in where I hoped to attend
college. The location, size, and costs of institutions were important to me.” She was interested in
attending a small private college, however, the costs removed that school from her list.
I only applied to [Institution B] due to the location, size, costs, and reputation from
students I knew had attended there. I would go to college websites to see more about the
college and clubs and everything that helped me decide.
She said social media, in-person events, and email also influenced her.
Gina toured a college campus with her older sister when she was seven.
My sister toured [Institution A], and it was very memorable partially because it was the
coldest day ever, but also it made me interested in college. Throughout the college search
process, I got a lot of support from friends’ moms who had recently gone through the
process [college choice] or were currently going through it…. I toured multiple
institutions; I fell in love with one institution; however, they did not have my program of
study and were too close to home.
Gina looked for institutions that would provide an ROTC and media and communications
program.
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Coming from a low-income family, finances were very important to me. I also wanted to
attend a college that had reputable academic programs, a size that allowed me to get to
know both students and faculty, and a caring, welcoming campus. I used websites to
explore the best programs.
Crystal has known most of her life she was going to attend college. “My parents didn't
attend college, so they ingrained in me that they wanted me to attend a college because they did
not have that opportunity for themselves. I remember attending multiple college/carrier fairs
throughout high school.” Crystal described her passion for writing:
I have always been passionate about writing, all of my interest kind of fell there, and I
looked at journalism programs. I hoped to find a university that would provide me the
ability to pursue my interests in writing, English, journalism, and travel. I started by
looking at journalism programs throughout the county. I applied and got accepted to all;
however, I was rejected by my number one school.
As she thought about college more and more, the idea of staying close to home became
important.
I love this area, and I wanted to stay connected with people at home with like my parents
and siblings, and visit everyone, but still have my own space. It was important to me that
I could attend a university that had my major, but that the program was big enough for
me to not feel as if I was the only one obtaining that degree. I used the Common
Application (Common App) and Google to do most of my college searches.
Lastly, Crystal described how the institution she chose convinced her by sending her recruitment
materials in the mail. “I didn’t want to go to [Institution B], but they were convincing me with
mail.”
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Angie’s career goals helped to inform her college choice.
I knew in the back of my head that I’m gonna need to go to college because I wanted to
be an archaeologist since second grade. I read a big book about archaeologist and what
they did, and I thought that was cool and thought, I’d love to do that. The number one
factor that influenced my college choice process was program of study. I hoped to find a
university with a small feel because I thrive in settings where I can have a personal
relationship with my classmates and professors. Without the support of the organization
College 101, I am not sure where I would be. The program introduced me to the
governor’s school at [Institution B], which had so many opportunities for me to chase my
dreams of becoming an archaeologist.
Phoenix was raised in a family where it was an expectation to go to college:
I mean, it's kind of always been expected of us because my parents didn't really do
college; my mom tried, but my brother got sick… she was in her first year college, and
she dropped out my dad never went to college, he was a military kid. Originally, when I
first started being like I have to deal with college and I have to go through this; I wanted
to be as far away from my family as possible; it wasn't a good relationship.
As Phoenix explored institutions, it became clearer that staying closer to home could help with
costs. “It was most important that there was an opportunity to live on campus so that I could
have my independence.” Phoenix had an interest in a local small private university; however,
they were not supportive of their queer community.
[Institution G] was not exactly the most welcoming place for the queer community. I
hoped to find a place where I could feel respected and welcomed. I chose an institution in
which the cost of the school was free based on the number of scholarships I received.
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Joe, who was raised by two college-educated parents, explained:
I think it's just like my parents both went to college, and it was always one of those things
that I think they would have been supportive in whatever I wanted to do, but it was just
one of those things I was raised, where you're expected to go to college type deal. I was
interested in going into the medical field, which was fueled by my mentor and college
dual enrollment anatomy professor. He became my mentor, and we talked about some
things; he was my anatomy professor and going into medicine at the time, he was a great
person to talk to. I looked at schools that had highly ranked medical schools. I also
wanted to be at a large university but had a small college feel and was close to home, but
not too close. [Institution B] had almost in-state tuition for out-of-state students, which
allowed me to attend an institution that ranked high in medicine for a cost that was less
than many of my in-state schools.
During his search, Joe used university websites but said, “Niche was the most impactful as it
provided me an authentic review from current students… I used social media and YouTube to
watch multiple videos, specifically day in the life videos current students would post.”
Nikki has known since elementary school that she wanted to go to college:
I wanted to make it a priority to reach my goal of becoming a doctor. When I first started
exploring colleges, I looked at schools out of state in the area I had grown up in;
eventually, I realized that out-of-state costs would prevent me from going to college, so I
started looking in state. I realized that it was going to be a lot cheaper to go in state.
Academic program was important to me as I explored, and I narrowed my search by
narrowing to universities that provided my major. I wanted to be far enough away to be
an adult, but not too far from home.
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Shannon described college as a childhood dream.
Throughout my childhood, it was always a dream of mine to go to college; coming from
a family where neither parent went to college paved the way for my interests in postsecondary education. Whenever my sister was touring colleges, my whole family went. I
thought it was the coolest thing ever to be on a college campus at such a young age.
She also noted that the location was important to her:
I was thinking about how far away from home I wanted to be, and I kind of like said okay
well here's my like radius, and I could go a certain number of hours away from home
without really stretching myself. I think I narrowed it down to no more than seven hours
away from home. I liked the idea of going to school in the mountains. I also wanted a
school that had an honors program and a band. I used the following criteria, location
(mountains), highly ranked nursing program, honors program, and a solid marching band.
Shannon described the impact of university websites. “They [websites] allowed me to
search her academic interest, marching band opportunities, and information about finances. I also
used Niche to explore other students' opinions about institutions and safety information.”
Michelle knew at a young age she was interested in attending college. “In probably third
or fourth grade, I was looking up to my role models and as like okay they are in college and my
parents went to college, so I’m going to college.” She visited campus during spring break her
sophomore year. “I toured [Institution DD], and I absolutely loved it.” Academic interests fueled
Michelle’s search. “The thought of committing to musical theatre my whole life was
overwhelming, so I decided to double major in musical theatre and communications so I would
have choices moving forward.” She ultimately made her decision based on costs. “I chose an
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institution that offered me multiple scholarships and a place I could call home. University
websites were influential in my search.”
Elizabeth has always hoped to go to college to get a good job after graduation. “I knew
after high school I'd wanna go to college just to further continue my education because I wanna
like get a really good job. I toured several colleges and found it exciting to see all universities
had to offer.”
She explained how her high school counselor assisted her with her applications, essays, and
SAT/ACT prep.
My counselor had me write down a list of all the schools I was interested in. I made a list
of ten, many of which were out of state. One of my goals was to get away from home and
ensure I didn’t have an experience that would feel like 13th grade. I received something in
the mail from an out-of-state university that had a great nursing program and had recently
reset out-of-state tuition for bordering states. I visited campus and fell in love with it. I
loved the size and the community I felt while I was there.
Elizabeth described how much of an impact print mail played on her decision. “I received mail
that invited me to campus, which is why I visited [Institution B].”
Kim remembers knowing in eighth grade she would be going to college. “As I was
exploring universities, I took several tours. I had older friends to kind of advise me from their
college search. I made a list of three majors; my goal was to find a university with all three.”
Location and costs also played a crucial role in her decision.
I picked a university where I felt a connection, was near home, but not too close, and
provided me the opportunity to study what I was interested in, theatre/communications.
University websites influenced my college choice. [They] helped me eliminate
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institutions from my list. I also used Niche a lot. I liked to look at people’s thoughts on
the community.
Stacey knew she wanted to go to college her whole life because her mom and dad went
to college.
I always liked school. In seventh grade, I first visited a college campus on a field trip
with my school. As I was considering colleges, I looked at community college because it
offered two years of free tuition. I wanted to stay close to home to keep my connection to
the local dance company where I worked but also was far enough away that I could be
independent. I wanted to attend a university that felt small where I could make
connections. I received a scholarship to [Institution B], allowing me to go to school free
of cost.
Stacey used university websites and Google:
They [websites and Google] both allowed me to look at academic program information
and program ratings. Email that provided information about the next steps and finances
influenced my decision as well as being able to communicate with university staff in
person.
Layla said:
“I knew since she was born that she wanted to attend college. My dream started with me
wanting to be a veterinarian and eventually transitioned to wanting to be a doctor. I knew
attending a university in-state was the best option because of costs.”
Location was an important factor for her:
I wanted to be far enough away from home where I could live independently. I attended
an open house at [Institution B]. When I came for the open house, I don't know,
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everybody was so nice it was just a positive environment… and there's a lot of school
spirit like I remember sitting in that auditorium, and everything was quiet and then, just
like rushes of students came in screaming.
The university president made an impression on Layla by showing how excited he was for
prospective students to be on campus:
[University President] came out and talked to us, and he was really energetic and really
excited for us to be there. I specifically remember meeting the dean at the college who
took time to get to know me and sent me a handwritten letter after my visit encouraging
me to apply for one of their scholarships.
Nathan said, “During my senior year of high school, I took dual enrollment classes, and
it gave me a small glimpse into college life because I had to register for classes and use the
online course management system.” He said that playing soccer was initially part of his plan:
I spent time my senior year talking with college coaches throughout the region, hoping to
find a school that I could play for. I never thought about applying to college, as I was sure
a scholarship would be given to me to play, and I would eventually apply to that
institution. During my senior year, I suffered an injury that would end my soccer career. I
was devastated, and after multiple surgeries, my dreams of playing colligate soccer were
over, and then it was the first time I realized I needed to think about college and where to
apply.
He went on to describe how one of his friends impacted his decision:
My friend said come to [Institution B], and we can room together. This would ultimately
be the reason I applied to [Institution B]. I liked the idea of attending [Institution B]
because it was far enough away from home to be independent, but I could still go visit
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my parents when I wanted to. I called [Institution B] a lot and felt the guidance provided
by the staff was helpful. I received enough scholarships that my tuition was almost free.
Results
Students answered preliminary questions to help establish an understanding of their
backgrounds and how those played a role in their college choice. These questions provided
contextual information on how students became interested in college. I asked participants when
they knew they would be attending college and their first interaction with a college or university.
Twenty-three participants indicated that they knew they wanted to go to college since elementary
or middle school. Many described knowing for as long as they could remember that they would
attend college. Vicki said, “I have known since elementary school; it was always something that
was pushed by my family.” Others described similar experiences like Aleigha, who said, “It has
kind of been at the forefront for me forever.” Matt stated, “I’ve pretty much [known] all my life I
was going to attend college.”
Patrick described growing up knowing college would be the next step:
I think it's just my parents both went to college, and it was always one of those things that
I think they would have been supportive in whatever I wanted to do, but it was just one of
those things I was raised, where you're expected to go to college type deal. I think just
kind of that's always just been what I was expected to do it; I just always thought I would
do it for sure.
Josh had a similar experience to Patrick:
I mean, I think I kind of grew up in a house where both my parents went to college and
everyone I grew up around went to college. I would say, in like the third or fourth grade
like maybe when I was looking up to my role models, and I was like okay they're in
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college my parents went to college I'm going to go to college, so I think it was more of a
that’s how I was told it was going to happen.
Madison, Kelly, Nikki, Michelle, Kim, and Phoenix all described knowing that they would be
going to college since they were little, as reflected by Kim, “All throughout my childhood I knew
I would go to college.”
Kristin and Olivia indicated that they knew they wanted to go to college at a young age
because their parents or close family members had attended college. Kristin and Olivia reflected
this in their descriptions. Kristin said, “I kind of knew my whole life because my mom and dad
went to college, and I’ve always liked school.” Olivia stated, “I do not know the exact moment,
but ever since I was young because both of my parents are doctors, and I’ve always had high
ambitions.”
Others described feeling as if their families expected them to attend college. Joe shared that
feeling of expectation:
My parents both went to college… and they would have been supportive in whatever I
wanted to do, but it was just one of those things I was raised, where you're expected to go
to college…. that’s always just been what I was expected to do it, I just I always thought I
would go to college for sure.
Michelle had a similar experience and described knowing that she would be going to college at a
very young age:
I grew up in a house where both my parents went to college and everyone I grew up
around went to college…I would say in third or fourth grade, when I was looking up to
my role models, I was like, okay, they're in college, my parents went to college, I’m
going to go to college…It was more of a that was how I was told it would happen for me.
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Stacey said, “I guess I kind of knew my whole life because my mom and dad went to college,
and I’ve always liked school, I grew up knowing always that I would go to college.”
Karen reported a similar experience, describing the “natural next step”:
I just kind of thought it was like the natural next step; I guess I didn't really have a point
where I was like yeah, college, I guess that makes sense. Everyone in my family has gone
to college except for my mom, so it seemed like the best next step, I guess.
Kelly mentioned, “Seeing my uncle able to go to college made me want to attend.” Kim and
Madison repeated Kristin’s sentiment, “I knew my whole life I wanted to go to college because
my mom and dad went.”
Several participants said middle school was the time in their life they remembered first
thinking about college.
Angie remembered knowing that some form of college would be in her future for a long time:
Well, so like I've always said, I wanted to go to college like since middle school, I was
seriously thinking, I wanted to go to [Institution O] …. that's what I talked about all
through middle school, I wanted to go to [Institution O]. I had always planned to do some
form of education, whether like even if it's just an associate's degree. Since my dad
worked at the shipyard, I always had some kind of college on my mind.
Shannon described going back and forth on college in her mind:
I feel like it has been something I have flip-flopped with, but it was probably in middle
school was when I knew I would be going to college. We discussed a lot of topics in
middle school. I realized college would probably be good for me.
Stacey knew she wanted to further her education:
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I guess like ever since I went through school… in middle school, like I knew after high
school, I'd wanna go to college just to further continue my education. I wanna like get a
really good job, and I guess I could do that without going to college, but I've just always
to like go to college and either get that experience. I guess just to get the college
experience and to further educate myself. Yeah, I've known since I was like younger that
I've always to go to college.
Layla and Joe had similar experiences. Layla said, “I knew in middle school; I definitely knew
by eighth grade.” Lastly, Joe stated, “I knew I would be attending college as early as middle
school.”
Some participants described how field trips triggered their interests. Stacey said, “In
middle school, they had this program where you went and took field trips to different colleges. In
seventh grade, I took a field trip to a [Institution C].” Scott, Karen, and Sean had similar
experiences. Scott said, “In eighth grade, we had a career fest at [Institution P].” Karen shared,
“We went to [Institution Q] for a seventh-grade field trip just to see what it was like.” Sean
reported a field trip showing how universities functioned:
It was, I think, eighth grade; we had a field trip…we got to like take a tour around, and
they explained how the whole application processes work and showed us like what
houses and every building looked like, and this is how a university functions.
First-generation college students (FGCS) are students whose parents did not attend
college or earn a college degree (Redford & Mulvaney Hoyer, 2017). Four participants indicated
they were the first to go to college in their families. Nikki reported on the impact of being an
FGCS, stating, “[P]robably since elementary school, it was always something that was pushed by
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my family. My mom only got her associate degree, and my dad didn't go to college, so they
wanted me to prioritize college.”
Crystal said her parents wanted this [college] opportunity for her:
I’ve pretty much have known all my life I was going to attend college. My parents didn’t
attend college, so they ingrained in me that they wanted me to go do something that they
didn’t take the opportunity for themselves or didn’t have the opportunity to do as a kid,
and my sister knew from a young age, that she wasn’t going to go to college… they really
just put it on me to kind of focus on that and make it one of my goals.
Elizabeth reported an expectation because his parents had not gone to college:
It has kind of always been expected of us because my parents didn't go to college. My
mom tried, but my brother got sick… she was in her first year of college and had to drop
out; my dad never went to college, he was a military kid, and although he did end up
going to a training school for a couple of months for trucking they wanted more for us
than just blue-collar work.
Rima grew up in a family where neither of her parents went to college; however, she watched as
her uncle pursued his college education dreams. He had to join the military to pay for school,
which paved the way for her interests in the military:
I kind of knew I wanted to go to college since I was little… my mom and uncles were
good role models, and seeing their work ethic made me start thinking about what I
wanted to do, and that led to me thinking about college. My uncle was my biggest role
model for college…My grandparents were in between the working class and the nonworking class, and so my uncle didn't have that chance of going to college, he said he
was one of those people who are like, I want to go to college, and so I must find a way I
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can go… he ended up serving in the navy and giving them four years, and of course, they
paid for school, and he did a bachelor's degree and eventually went on to get a master’s
degree and is now working on his doctorate.
Lastly, some participants indicated that their long-term goals were why they wanted to
enroll in college. Stacey described that her future was something she was always thinking about:
I knew after high school I'd want to go to college to further continue my education. I
want to get a really good job, and I guess I could do that without going to college, but I've
just always wanted to go to college to get the college experience and to further educate
myself.
Nathan described how his goals of going into the medical field fueled his desire to go to college:
I have wanted to go to college basically since I was born. My dream started as… I want
to be a veterinarian and then progressed, and I’ve stuck with the doctor route… I want to
go into pediatrics, and so I always knew that college is going to be a step in my future.
Shannon found her passion for her future career in second grade:
I can’t pinpoint an exact moment; it's just something that was always in the back of my
head because I figured out that I wanted to go into academia when I was in second grade.
I knew in the back of my head that I was going to need to go to college because I wanted
to be an archaeologist. I read a big book about archaeologists and what they did, and I
thought that was cool and thought I would love to do that.
For Layla, Nikki, and Kim, college was something they wanted to do for themselves. Layla and
Nikki shared similar sentiments. Layla said, “I’d say in middle school, for sure by eighth grade, I
knew it was something I was going to do for my future.” Nikki said, “Growing up, I always just
knew I wanted to go to college; it was a goal of mine.” Kim expanded with, “I have always
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wanted to go to college, throughout my childhood it was a dream of mine. I thought about what
if I didn’t go to college, but most of my life, I knew I would go to college to pursue my goals.”
Support
In addition to when they started thinking about college, participants described the support
they received through the college search process.
Family
Parents or family members played an active role in supporting their students throughout
the college decision for many participants. Karen and Matt talked about the support they got
from their dads. Matt thought he wanted to go into engineering because his dad was in that field:
When we were looking at engineering schools, my dad and me talked a lot about it [going
to college]. When we would be on our two-and-a-half-hour car drive to work every
morning and every night, we talked about a lot about college.
Karen described a relationship her dad made that was impactful:
It was mostly my dad who, of course, helped me with planning out which college and
then, once I knew [Institution B] was my place, [admissions counselor] was the person I
spoke to all the time. My dad formed like a friendship with him because I applied like so
early.
Others noted support from their mothers. Michelle said, “My mom for sure; she really helped me
with everything. I definitely could not have done it without her.” Stacey described her mother as
a source of support too:
My mom because she's always been kind of involved in my school life, so she really
helped me… she was gonna let me go wherever I want to go, no matter how much it was.
She didn't really care, but she helped me investigate schools and see if that'd be a good fit
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for me, for what I wanted to do in the future, and if she thought I would truly like it there,
and so she went to all of the tours with me.
Patrick stated, “Family was just always there like my mom insisted I apply in August of my
junior year to college.” Josh also described his mother as being by his side:
My mom was always by my side with this stuff because she told me she knew how hard
it was because college is a lot different than high school…she helped me look out for
warning signs and was my biggest helper in getting everything ready for college.
Kelly described how location made a difference to her mother, but she still had her support:
I had a lot of support from my family…. my mom obviously wanted me to stay home, but
also, she wanted me to get the college experience and…you know, get away because she
got away for a little bit and she wanted me to like realize what it's like to live on my own.
Joe said, “My main support was mostly my mom.” Nikki said, “I would say my mom was a
supporter, but I did a lot of research on my own because she knew I was driven, and she was
there if I needed her.” Rima and Kalani both described the support of their uncles. Rima talked
about her uncle asking her important questions during her search:
My uncle did help me with that big variety of looking or asking me what I wanted. He
would ask me difficult, difficult questions, and I would try to answer them, and from
there…. then we would move on to what I really wanted in choosing a college. I would
have those specific aspects after his questions that I wanted based on the answers I gave
him.
Kalani said, “My uncle was definitely my number one supporter… he’s very encouraging and
went to college.”
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Other students said that having the support of both parents meant a lot. Vicki stated, “My
parents were both super equally helpful.” Kristin noted that being homeschooled meant her
parents were her primary support:
Mainly my parents… I'm homeschooled… we didn't have like a high school counselor or
anything like that; it was pretty much me and my parents doing this all on our own,
deciding on where to go, how to apply, etc. and….so I think we reached out a couple of
times to some people over at different schools and it kind of helped direct us to do this or
that but, for the most part, it was just kind of me and my parents.
Madison remembers feeling such support from her parents:
I would say my parents were a big factor in it [my college choice]. They supported me
either way, which I was kind of just deciding between going [Institution B] or [Institution
A]…that was kind of my main choice… and my parents support me through that…me
going away could be really good you know and moving away from home, they were
supportive of that.
Shannon said, “My parents helped me figure out what the applications were looking like; they
both encouraged me to apply… and they helped me throughout the process, keeping me
motivated.” Kim also described parental support and said, “I got tons of support; my parents
were really supportive about me going to college and went on every single tour with me.” Sean
mirrored Kim’s comment that, “My parents were my biggest supporter and were supportive
either way.”
Olivia and Crystal described having financial support from family. Olivia was thankful
for the financial support her parents provided:
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My parents were also supportive. My parents said not to worry about the money. My
parents took me on most of the tours. My parents said don't worry about applying, or the
application feels, apply to as many as you want.
Crystal described her mother’s support with finances:
In choosing where I was going to apply, my mom and I really talked about it. She helped
me pay for like application fees because sometimes those were a lot of
money…sometimes I didn't have money, and so she was willing to work with me and
help me pay for those.
High School Staff
In addition to family, participants had support from high school counselors and teachers.
Nathan appreciated the help of his high school counselor:
Talking to my guidance counselor at my high school was very helpful because she was
kind of able to… she'd had done this before… so she knew how to help me and like what
to tell me, and like kind of make that transition a little bit smoother.
Sean spoke about the high school counseling office and their support:
Our school guidance counseling… they have a great system where we basically had this
website where we could literally put in your GPA, and you could put in like your
interests, hobbies, and potential degrees you wanted to go into, and it would give you a
list of colleges that would suit those needs in your area or you could select the state that
you wanted to be in or how close you wanted to be, and it would actually give you a list
of colleges to look into.
Several participants mentioned having a close relationship with their high school counselor or
faculty. Kelly described being close to her counselor:
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We have a college counselor at our school…. we are really close, and she was always
very open-minded with where I wanted to go to and would help me with the process, and
we'd always go into her office and talk… she helped me a lot with making decisions, and
we looked through everything I needed to consider.
Shannon also described a close relationship with her counselor:
I know that at the very beginning, my school counselor really helped me kick start what I
was looking for in colleges, and she started introducing me to the common app a lot
earlier than I had heard about it… so I was feeling a little bit more comfortable with it.
Vicki shared a story about a personal relationship with her high school counselor:
My guidance counselor and I were very close throughout high school ever since I was a
freshman because we both have ulcerative colitis, so we really bonded over that because
there were days where you know I would miss a lot of schools because I was in the
hospital frequently, and you know I just had really bad school days and would get
stressed out and need to go home, she was always there for me, and when I would need
help with colleges she was really great in that process to send over transcript records…
she was great for everything.
Michelle described having general support from their high school guidance counselors. She said,
“My college counselor at my high school really helped me a lot.” Patrick and Madison said the
same thing about their counselors.
Scott described the support he received throughout the process from multiple staff
members at his high school:
With the application filling it out, I had a FAFSA advisor who helped me a lot. She
actually helped me submit my application… and then my ACT prep teacher helped me
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and encouraged me to apply for [Institution B] and answered any questions I needed
because coming from a family, where I was the first one, to attend a four-year university,
there was no tips or anything.
Kalani had a similar experience receiving support from high school staff:
My guidance counselor and I had a meeting, and she showed me information about
applying for college and helped as I explored [Institution O] and talked about SAT stuff.
My strength coach was super helpful if I planned to play soccer. My coach told me about
a D3 school out of state… and just all my teachers; when I told them, they were proud
and happy.
Aleigha talked about a college access program at her high school and the support of her ROTC
Colonel:
We have the [college access program] at my school, and they really helped… the [college
access program] definitely looked at a bunch of places with me they showed me the stats
and everything… pointed me in the right directions of where I wanted to go and how I
wanted to do it. My teachers, like my Colonel, helped me with my major, what I wanted
to do because I didn't know what my major was until he told us we were doing a
presentation. I did it on Ted Bundy, and he was like, well, your presentation was great; I
think you'd be a great psychologist.
Phoenix described a new staff member at their high school who made a significant impact on
their college application process:
Within the year that I was applying for schools, my high school hired someone who was
specifically there to help with the college process, and they helped me apply. They were
really nice about it; they helped me work to make everything look good for scholarships.
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If I had applied without them, then I would have ended up having to pay the admission
fee, which I didn't do for any of the schools. He helped me with writing stuff out to send
in for the couple places that needed a college essay. I also used references. The three I
used were the drama teacher, and the other one was the culinary arts teacher, and the
librarian. The librarian and theatre teacher were probably the most helpful people because
they helped me apply… and were very accommodating if I needed to talk to one of the
counselors about the college process during a class period which none of my other
teachers were willing to do.
Matt had the support of his coach. “My baseball coach was huge for me. He is one of the nicest
people I have known and helped me a lot through this [college choice] process.” A few
participants described utilizing college search companies for support. Angie talked about a
college prep organization and the support of high school staff:
We had someone from an organization called College Prep 101, which is a college prep
organization. She helped me with my resume, finding opportunities, looking at colleges.
She always gave me one or two pamphlets every time she visited me about different
colleges, and my homework was to research them. If it was not for her, I probably
wouldn't have gone as in-depth as I did. Although she was there supporting me, my high
school counselor was very supportive too and was a great resource, and several teachers
throughout high school were also very supportive.
Elizabeth said, “I used a company, [college consulting company], to assist me throughout the
process with applications, essays, and financial aid questions.”
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Friends
Lastly, several participants described how friends provided support throughout their
college search process. Matt said:
My friend would talk about what he wanted to do in his life and would say, you do not
just want to sit around and do nothing with your life. We talked about college and what to
do, and how we wanted to help people.
Sean had a similar experience and shared, “My buddy who is also going into nursing…he helped
me a lot with trying to figure out where I wanted to go.” Scott said, “I had a friend that showed
me [Institution B] and [the city where Institution B is located] and helped me fall in love.”
Aleigha had the support of her boyfriend. She said, “Mainly, my boyfriend helped me because he
was actually in college already.” Vicki said, “I met my roommate when I visited campus, and she
became my friend, and she told me all about [Institution B].”
Kim described how she went on tours with several friends:
I went with friends to multiple tours; I think pretty much all the tours. I had older friends
to kind of advise me from their college search. I also had a couple of either teachers or,
you know, parents of friends who would give, who would let me know if they liked the
college or what their thoughts were on it.
Gina described in detail the support she received from her friends’ parents:
My family on my mother's side is not from America, and they were supportive, but
there's a difference between being supportive and having previous knowledge. So, I got a
lot of support from my friends’ moms who had gone through the process or were in the
process of doing it [college].
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Institutional Contact
In addition to the support they received from people they were close to, participants
described their contact with institutional staff as valuable. Several participants connected with
universities through virtual or in-person college events/fairs or in-person tours.
In-Person Contact
Some participants described the importance of meeting one-on-one with college
recruitment staff. Rima stated, “I met a recruiter at a college fair who talked to me about ROTC
scholarships. This conversation led me to consider that institution due to our conversation and
the connections he made for me.” Karen described the importance of a particular connection with
a recruiter. She also described the relationship her father made with this recruiter:
Phone calls from him and him inviting us to events that were all around the state that I am
from really helped because it felt like a family kind of thing. I felt accepted, too, because
of his actions. My dad formed a friendship with him because I applied so early and stay
connected with him.
Meeting and engaging with faculty, staff, and administrators was also important to participants.
Gina described meeting the university president, saying, “I met the university president on
multiple occasions, and that was really nice.” Joe received print material in the mail that
prompted him to meet with a college recruiter in person during the middle of the pandemic:
I got a postcard in the mail that talked about border state tuition being reduced and that a
recruiter would be in a town close to me. That is the moment when I was talking with
those recruiters and getting free swag…it was cool being able to go to a school far away,
but them having an event close to me. It was very relaxed and low key, and I applied that
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night because they convinced me I wanted to go there, and that was something that
caught my attention.
In addition, Joe had an in-person interaction at [Institution B] that played a significant role in his
decision to attend:
A [professor] was a huge influence for me, helping me to unpack all of the benefits of
being in the [program]. During my application process, after I was accepted into the
[program], I had a meeting with the [professor], and we spoke for over an hour in her
office about [Institution B] and my potential acceptance into the program. It was at the
conclusion of this conversation that I knew [Institution B] was the place for me, and I
officially accepted my placement into the [program] only days later.
Phoenix said, “… I liked sitting down with people who were in fields of study that I was
interested in and learn[ing] what it was like to be in one of their classes.” Lastly, Kristin
described that some institutions made her feel like all they wanted was her money, but
[Institution B] made her feel the exact opposite:
Everyone I talked to or met at [Institution B] had a ‘we want you here’ attitude… when
other colleges made me feel like ‘I want your money.’ Other colleges felt like a bank
while people at [Institution B] wanted to help. The other schools made me feel like, do
what you want; we don’t care if you fail, but [Institution B] said if you come here, we
want to help you. Attitude does go a long way.
A few participants described the importance of campus visits or on-campus experiences. Layla
went on multiple tours that provided her a different experience, and the personal connections she
made ultimately led to her decision:
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I just had a blast at open house at [Institution B], the positive energy was just
insane…and I went to other colleges, I did receive positive energy, but something I
noticed when you're going on tours, you always have your tour leader… I went to
[Institution A], and you know they just like passed by each other don't say…anything that
symbolizes that they actually care about each other here, and then, when I went to
[Institution R] … they just kind of pass each other by so… It was the small interactions
that I experienced while at [Institution B] that made a big difference compared to other
schools.
Angie participated in a hands-on experience through the Governor’s School that aided her
decision-making process:
Governor’s School was the biggest thing that made me make up my mind. My experience
in Governor’s School was really what made me go yes, this is it because I did the
scientific… exploration of my home state…they were partnered with the [dig site]. I
didn’t know there's a dig site near campus that is part of [Institution B] that I can do work
and pursue my degree. Knowing that they had direct access to that and establishing those
connections through the Governor’s school that was the biggest thing that made me say
[Institution T] doesn't have that. I don't know if [Institution S] has that, but I don't care
because [Institution B] is something in state with in-state tuition that will accept my AP
scores, with a small feel has a big site nearby that I can access.
Vicki met a current student who made an impact:
I went on a tour and loved the campus. I met a current student that was an RA, and she
was the reason I came to [Institution B]. I also reached out to the head of the program I
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was interested in, and she answered all my questions and made every effort to help me
throughout the process.
Some participants described not feeling a personal connection when visiting campuses or
communicating with universities, which made connections at other institutions like Institution B
stand out. Kalani said, “My junior year of high school, I went and toured [Institution U] because
I wanted to be an architect. The school was intimidating, and I felt judged throughout the tour.”
As noted earlier, Layla found her experience during one of her campus tours to be
overwhelming; however, she later stated that “While at the [Institution A] I felt like… a fish and
a giant ocean verses when I came to [Institution B] … people were actually engaging with me…
I had a hands-on experience.”
Continuing with institutional contact, several participants noted that recruitment events
like college fairs were influential in their decisions because of their personal connections. Scott
described his interaction at a college fair with a particular admissions counselor:
I remember… I’m not sure of his name, but he was at one of the college fairs. He talked
about [Institution B] and just kind of persuaded us in a way, not persuaded but talked
about the events and what the school was, what it stood for and what majors it had… and
whenever I went to a meeting with my friend and one of the recruiters was there, and that
helped me as well.
Matt described how going to multiple college fairs and interacting with college recruiters was
helpful:
We had college fairs in high school… those helped a lot… that showed the best parts of
college, and recruiters would say, this is why you should come here, and for some, I felt
like wow, this looks fun… I would love to go there, so they definitely helped a lot… they
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showed you that college is not just academics and there's fun in college, and I always
knew because everyone in my family always said the right college is really fun.
Gina liked being able to talk with current students. She explained, “College fairs definitely made
an impact, especially when you were able to talk with recruiters or actual college students.”
Michelle liked her name being a part of the conversation, sharing, “College fairs were helpful to
get my name out there and meet the admissions counselor and get more information from them.”
Karen had a similar sentiment, saying, “College fairs were influential to me; I met a recruiter
multiple times and made personal connections.” Aleigha liked receiving information, explaining,
“I went to a lot of college fairs, and if [Institution B] was there, I was there. I liked going because
I met recruiters and got a lot of information from them.” Gina had a similar feeling about the
importance of personal connection, and said, “College fairs definitely made an impact for me,
especially when I was able to talk to other college students and staff.” Nikki said, “I felt like
college fairs were helpful because I was able to get information and connect with people.”
Shannon shared how college fairs made her realize what she didn’t want in a college:
I have gone to a few college fairs. In some ways, they let me know what I didn’t want
because they showed me a lot of the like your local or more popular universities for
people in my area to go to, so there was a lot of representation from the big state
universities in my state and some of the coastal universities as well, and things like that,
where I knew I knew they existed already, and so the college fairs didn't necessarily help
bring me like to awareness of colleges I didn't know about already.
Sean talked about the impact of a specific recruitment event. He said, “I actually went to an
event in my hometown for admitted students, and there were a bunch of current students, and I
got to know staff and other students that were going to [Institution B]. I really liked that.”
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Personalized Communication
Participants in this study noted that colleges attempted to connect with them using
multiple communication techniques, including phone calls, email, text messages, automatic
communication, print materials, and swag.
Phone Calls. Even though 21 of the participants indicated that phone calls did not
influence their decision to attend a particular institution, some described how phone calls with
recruitment staff were helpful throughout the college decision-making process because they
could make a personal connection. Karen said, “Phone calls from [admissions recruiter] inviting
us to events throughout the region helped because it made me feel like family.” Rima described
how being able to call recruiters made an impact:
I could call them [recruiter], and they would be really nice, and they would help me
through the process. Even though I was at a distance, I could call them at any point and
ask them about a situation that I had or any like problems I had during the application
process.
Some participants described liking only phone calls that felt personal and where they spoke to an
admission staff member. Joe described this experience best:
I got phone calls. I can't remember exactly which schools, but I remember getting them at
different times. I think the ones that I gravitate or like felt better about were the ones
where an actual admissions counselor was calling, not a person trying to persuade you,
you know come here we would like you to but, we're here if you just need to know
general information and here's my contact information. Whereas other ones, it was like a
robocall, like promotional…I am the director or whatever, and it's like just a recording of
the person saying come join us tomorrow night online or something like that those are
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more annoying than an actual admissions individual just putting out their contact
information.
Michelle said, “I had a few questions for admissions, and I got a few phone calls which helped
me not feel as lost.”
Email. Participants said that email and text were the primary sources of written
communication they received throughout the recruitment process. Though 22 participants noted
that email was the least influential form of communication, a few described some of the emails
they received as helpful because of the personal connection provided. For example, Olivia said:
I would receive emails from colleges, and then if I had a specific question, I would email
them back. Some colleges were more difficult than others to communicate with, and that
made me think about what it would be like to be a student there.
Patrick described how emails helped identify the next steps:
I did get emails; it was helpful to be updated on [Institution B], and their emails were
very informative and kept me updated. It had a bit of an influence on my decision
because some colleges sent me almost the same thing all the time; I remember four
colleges sent me 50 plus emails.
Vicki had a similar experience to Patrick and shared:
I got a lot of emails from [Institution B], especially during the application process. It was
very convenient, and whenever you send over your transcript and you apply, they give
you a list of steps to do to track your paperwork, so that was very helpful.
Kelly also found email to be helpful, saying, “I would say it [email] helped because it gave me a
lot more information, told me like who to talk to and a bunch of information tips.” Shannon also
described some of the emails she received as helpful:
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I definitely got emails from the schools I was interested in. I would flag them right away,
so I didn't like to lose them because they were more important to me than all the other
emails that I was getting… they were helpful just kind of like laying out what
housing…and they gave you a picture of what life could be like on campus or the
different amenities or options that they have on campus. I don't think it played a big
factor in where I was going to go, but it was cool just to see a glimpse into college.
Layla, like Shannon, also described flagging or “VIPing email,” as she called it:
My initial contact was through email. I would get emails from school, and then they
would have links to their websites … Overall, [the] process of being bombarded with all
the different colleges was kind of stressful, but once I saw a school that I was interested
in, I VIPed them, and so obviously I’ll get a notification from the schools I am interested
in. Like when they emailed me, I made sure to open it, but then, like those random
colleges that I’ve never heard of, I deleted them.
Nathan also described email as helpful but not influential:
Emails were helpful… just information about the school, in general, was in a lot of those
emails, and that was really that was helpful, but the emails weren’t something that was a
deciding factor… it didn't really help me like decide where I wanted to go.
Kalani described how emails that initially made her feel special started to overwhelm her:
Once I filled out the stuff for my SAT, I started getting so many emails from colleges…
and I also have a profile in the NCAA for soccer when I was looking at that, so I was
getting emails from all kinds of schools, which made me feel great. Still, eventually, I got
so many of them it was getting annoying.
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Though some participants described liking email, when asked what they believe is the least
effective way for universities to connect with potential students, 22 participants said email. Scott
said, “The least effective way to communicate is email only because email is flooded, and I do
not even really check email.” Karen said, “Email is not a helpful form of communication because
I feel like they are not extremely helpful in providing information.” Olivia described how young
people do not like email, saying, “Email, in general, is the least effective way to communicate
with people my age; we just do not check it.” Aleigha said something similar. She shared, “All
my friends have so many emails because they just never check it; this is not how to communicate
with high school students.” Sean noted the content of emails. He said, “I would say more than
half of high school students are not checking their email, and if they are, email can include a lot
of information that is hard to digest.” Gina said, “Email is the thing I would say is not helpful
when I got it from colleges. Unless I am getting a discount or something, I am not reading it.”
Crystal said, “Email is ineffective because it is redundant sometimes; I would check something
else over email to get the information I need.” Joe summed up the sentiments of Nathan, Kalani,
Josh, Madison, and Angie, saying, “Email does not work. Unless it is done in the right way,
students won’t read it.”
Participants also just did not check their emails. Aleigha said, “I see a lot of people that
have over 2,000 emails in their inbox because they don’t even check it.” Josh said, “High school
students get a lot of mail and email and are not always checking email.” Lastly, Stacey said,
“Because so many emails are sent, I think people have just gotten used to not reading them
because they do not feel like the information is helpful.”
Many participants were overwhelmed or annoyed by all the emails they received. Kalani
didn’t even open many of the emails she received. “I am not going to lie; I didn’t open most of
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them; I got so many of them it was getting annoying. For one school, I even asked to be taken off
their list.” Patrick said, “I remembered getting 50 some emails from the same four colleges.”
Sean, “… got 500 promotional emails from everywhere… I would get at least four to five
college emails a day... Email was frequent. Many of the emails would say, come here, we are the
best, which felt kind of patronizing.”
Madison described her experience:
… a lot of the emails I got were from smaller colleges, and I felt the majority of them
were just spam mail… I remember I got a bunch of emails from [Institution L] saying
they extended the application deadline and you still have time to apply… I got a bunch of
those.
Layla mentioned having over 10,000 emails:
Email is definitely the least effective [form of communication]; I mean, if you're going to
send emails, make sure that they're like all capital letters or something that would capture
your eye. Because my junior year going into my senior year, I’m pretty sure I still have
10,000 emails I haven’t opened because it was that bad.
Multiple participants sent emails to trash if they were not interested in attending. Angie said, “I
checked my email frequently, but since I was getting so many college emails, most of them went
to trash.” Nikki concurred:
In the very beginning, the only time I open email just being bluntly honest, was when
there was a free app code… and then I was like, okay, you got my attention, but it's just
when there's just like an overwhelming amount, and your inbox is just flooded with at
least like 20 or 30 a day because you put your name in one stupid thing. But if it was a
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university I was very interested in then I would look at them, but they're more of a
nuisance.
Nathan also described picking which emails to keep and which to delete:
I can't go through hundreds of emails and actually pay attention to each one, so that's
when I started… If it was a school I wasn't interested in, I would delete it without even
reading it, and if there's a school I was interested in, then I would like to keep it, or I
would read it, and be like, is this something I really need… email is the least effective
because I mean even for me personally in my email inbox I think my Gmail has over
6,000 unread emails.
Phoenix is still getting emails:
I regret putting my name down because they're still sending emails, but whenever you
take the ACT or SAT it would sign you up to receive emails. I got a couple of emails
from [Institution B] following up to say have you applied to these scholarships, do you
still want them… They were emailing you regularly, but not to the point of it being
annoying like many of the other schools.
Kim decided she could not attend a particular university because of all the emails they sent:
I got a ton of emails from [Institution M] and even the couple colleges I didn't even apply
to…, and I will say …after getting so many emails and then trying to stop those emails, I
very much decided… I can't go here. I literally had to unsubscribe from [Institution M]
emails like four times before they would stop sending the emails.
Text Messages. Text messages were another form of written communication participants
described. Most participants indicated that they either never received texts or did not sign up for
text messages; however, some found the personal connection helpful. Scott described receiving
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frequent texts. He said, “When I was applying, I would get frequent texts from [Institution B]
…that helped me along the process, so if I ever had a question, I could text that number.” Kristin
said, “Texts were kind of basic… stuff like thank you for applying.” Matt reported, “I got texts
from [Institution B] which would tell me about events and stuff; it was nice to hear from
[Institution B].”
Shannon described how getting a text was exciting because it told her the university was in her
area:
I got text message reminders and updates… there was one night, I couldn't make it, but I
thought it was really cool that [Institution B] came to my city… one of the
representatives actually did come, all the way to my city… and I did miss it, but I
remember they sent me postcards and they sent me a text message reminding me about
the night… and that was really cool I liked the updates and different things that I would
get.
Elizabeth recounted how “[o]ne counselor would text and tell me when they were having an
event, and that was very helpful. I like that they took the time to connect with me.” Kim said, “I
had one person who texted, and I wouldn’t say it was influential, but it was helpful with
questions and having a resource.”
Automated Communication. Personalized communication like phone calls, email, or
text allowed participants to make meaningful individual connections; automated communication
did not. Participants said automated communication seemed like a scam. For example, Patrick
said, “I did not ever answer my phone because the calls always seemed like scam calls, and I
want it to be more personal.” Madison declared, “I am not the type that would ever answer a
spam call, so if I do not know the number, typically I do not answer it.” Phoenix added:
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I think it is safe to say that a lot of Gen Z will not answer the phone if they do not know
the caller. I’m not answering unless I know it is something from a certain college; I
would probably just wait and listen to the voicemail.
Olivia described getting automatic texts saying, “I got a lot of texts, and it felt like robo texting
and was overload.” Karen, Kristin, and Nikki said they did not sign up for texts because they
didn’t want automated messaging.
Finally, a few participants talked about how repeated phone calls and emails were too
much for them. Kalani said, “Calling and emailing over and over again, I was never going to
answer my phone if it is a number I do not know, I would rather just check my voicemail.” Vicki
said, “The constant calling was not good because it is not personal, and people will stay away
from things like phone calls if they do not know how long they will have to be on the phone.”
Angie agreed, saying, “Texts and calls are absolutely not personal, and I don’t think my
generation likes being contacted through automation.” Joe provided details on what he would
want from college communication:
Emails were annoying, but they were informational… I would say the least effective
communication was a tie between emails and phone calls when they're not done in the
way where an actual admissions officer counselor calls and gives you their title, and they
are like that person that is genuinely one-on-one talking to you. I think it's effective to
that shows that the school care with a person on the other end. But if it's a robocall… for
example, I got sick of hearing [Institution N] calling all the time, so I just wanted to block
their number… and then emails they're just a redundant amount of time that's annoying.
Kim shared a similar sentiment:
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Phone calls are not helpful. I got one, one day while I was in my car, and I was like, why
are you calling me… emails as well because I think so many people end up looking past
them. I know sometimes they [emails] can be helpful if it has something eye-catching and
something that is of interest…, but a lot of times they're just ignored… even text
messages can be frustrating when they are so automated.
Several participants described how automated communication like phone calls, text, and
sometimes email drew them away from interest in a particular university. Kalani said, “I got so
many emails. I stopped opening them, and [Institution O] got really annoying with automated
email, and I asked them to take me off their list for calls and email.” Sean reported feeling
patronized. He shared, “Most of the automated emails and stuff felt like a little patronizing to me
because it described certain institutions as the best.” Madison described spam emails:
I remember getting a lot of emails from smaller colleges, and I felt like the majority were
just spam or automatic emails; I remember [Institution L] kept sending me emails about
pushing back their deadline, and I was like take me off this email list.
Joe said, “I got phone calls, and some were personal and actual people, but you could tell were
kind of just trying to persuade you through a robocall.” Olivia said, “I got lots of automatic texts
that it was hard to keep up with them all.”
Print Materials. Unlike some other forms of communication, 22% of participants said
traditional print mail was impactful to their decision. Karen said, “When I applied, I got
information about housing and financial aid, and that is how my dad and I found out about
financial options; I also saw information about average class sizes, which was helpful.”
Rima also described how helpful the print information was:
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They [universities] would send me their pamphlets or books of what they're called, and
stuff like that. It started giving me ideas of what I wanted, and it helped me get a target of
where I wanted to pick or what I wanted to do… It [print] allowed me to interact with the
school.
Aleigha said, “Mail actually did influence me a lot…. to see pictures… nice and not too wordy…
this helped a lot in my decision making.” Gina talked about the impact of mail:
Once I started looking at [Institution B], then they started sending me stuff, so I like
started reading about it…It made an impact… a couple of the brochures that [Institution
B] sent me there was one that stood out… it talked about prices, class sizes, and
simplified the information….made it seem reasonable… and I remember that one because
I told my mom… this is not expensive, this isn't as bad as we thought.
Crystal described how mailings convinced her to attend a particular institution:
Mail was influential… There was more [Institution B] mail simply because of location. I
didn’t want to go to [Institution B], but they were convincing me with the mail. I also got
this thing from [Institution J] that had my name printed out with a map of the city the
school was in at night, and it was cool… that got my attention.
Joe described how a postcard that came in the mail was impactful to him:
When I told my mom, I was going to do this interview with you, she told me to tell you
about the postcard… we had not heard of [Institution B] being from another state, but
when we got that postcard with the details about someone coming that week it caught our
attention.
Elizabeth described getting personalized mail that stood out:
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I got a postcard in the mail for my birthday; I liked the personalization. I also liked
getting college mail because it allowed me to look and say, do I see myself at that
institution? I had never heard of [Institution B] until I got something in the mail, and then
I did my research and learned more about it which made me apply.
Stacey said something that stood out was seeing current students on print materials. She shared,
“I liked seeing pretty pictures and seeing actual students that go to the school, which made me
say, oh, this person is really enjoying this place. I also liked when cost information was
included.” Matt said getting mail proved to be important. “I definitely did get stuff from
[Institution B], and it did make a difference because I got a lot in the mail, and It made a
difference to get stuff from [Institution B].” Vicki recalled receiving mail after attending college
fairs:
I went to college fairs and signed up, and they would give you a brochure to reach out
and then after the college fair, I would kind of forget about it, and then once I got
something in the mail a few days later, it felt special, and I wanted to look back at that
school.
Josh liked that top schools sent mail, saying, “It was really cool to get stuff from schools in the
mail that were like number one in the nation or number two school in [home state].” Sean liked
getting multiple things from schools. He shared, “I got a physical acceptance letter which was
awesome and a care package and some other cool stuff which was impactful.” Angie said, “The
pamphlets that talked about class was helpful to have a physical copy; I liked being able to
explore through a physical copy.” Nikki, similar to Angie, said, “The stuff that I got in the mail
was the most helpful because it was like a hard copy; I was able to filter through it. These
provided important information about schools and was helpful for me.” Shannon also shared
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these thoughts, stating, “I did get a lot of things in the mail, and it was really helpful to keep it all
in a folder. Pictures of housing and all things to do was great. Information was easier to
understand in print.” Kim said, “It was nice to get mail; I got excited when I saw [Institution B]
mail.” Layla said she liked receiving scholarship information via mail:
[Institution B] and [Institution A] communicated a lot through mail. It would have like
scholarship information and how to apply for them, which was helpful, especially as a
freshman. I think [Institution B] and [Institution A] did that really well, making sure
students knew what they needed to know without having to click on a lot of links; it was
helpful to have it visually.
Nathan described the importance of physical copies:
I definitely like if I got mail from a school that I never heard about or like if I got them
not very often they kind of made me feel special and like made me want to read them
because you don't get a lot of things in the mail unless you order something and like
getting something through the mail that you don't know is coming it's kind of like a
unique experience… and it was like something hands-on… physical object that I could
look through rather than looking through a screen and like doing something like that, so I
guess that I much preferred things coming through the mail rather than an email or like a
text message, or something like that.
Olivia enjoyed getting mail, saying, “I think the mail is probably the most fun part because it's
just something about physically seeing it and being able to read it… it stuck in your brain more.”
Lastly, a few students mentioned the impact of handwritten notes that came in the mail.
Scott said, “I remember getting my letter from a student about why they chose [Institution B],
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and I think that helped just to see a student’s point of view.” Layla described the impact of
getting a note from a Dean:
I talked to [Dean] without even knowing if I was going to apply for the scholarship, and
he talked with me, and then I received a handwritten note encouraging me to apply for
the scholarship, which made a great impression.
Swag as a Communication Tool. Multiple participants talked about receiving swag in
the mail. Olivia said that schools that sent swag stuck with her more than others:
Seeing the acceptance letters stuck with me. I remember if any letter came with like a gift
like college stickers and shirts and I got like tons of stickers or banners and stuff like
those, like those are like nice to see you they kind of stuck out… mail, especially with a
gift, is key.
Aleigha shared a similar experience:
I got an [Institution B] mask, and that was super cool. I thought it was amazing…
mailings like that are super cool… gifts in the mail; I wear a shirt I got in the mail every
day. I think mail should not be too wordy and make it colorful; adding swag helps to
convince people.
Kalani received swag from multiple institutions, sharing, “I got a box from [Institution K] with a
bunch of stuff in it. I liked the t-shirt in the mail from [Institution B].” Vicki loved getting
stickers in the mail. She said, “Once I was accepted, I got all kinds of information in the mail,
and every other week I got a lot of stickers, and that really made me happy.” Phoenix felt
similarly, sharing, “I got a couple of shirts, and I got stickers from everywhere, I love stickers.”
Josh remembered being impressed by top schools that mailed him swag. He said, “I got a bunch
of car stickers which was cool. This number one school in the nation or my state mailed me this
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trying to sell me, and it worked.” Sean talked about how his dad goes through the mail and
would give it to him if it was a school he knew he was interested in:
My dad goes through the mail, and anytime he got something from [Institution B] or
[Institution E], he would show it to me. I got t-shirts and welcome to the family type stuff
and like a care packet which was cool and got me excited.
Elizabeth said, “Once you get accepted into the college, they'll send you stickers or something…
I really liked that.” Madison, Kelly, Joe, Kim, and Nikki said it was special to get swag in the
mail from institutions which is reflected in Madison's statement, “I remember when I got
accepted, they sent me a little package which was so nice, and I really liked it, and it made me
feel special.” Lastly, Gina had a unique experience where she would see people out in the
community with swag on and use it as a chance to learn more about the school:
I do remember people wearing college merchandise. I asked about their experiences… I
saw a girl, and she had a key chain; I was like, hey I’m thinking about going to
[Institution B], and we had a good solid conversation about the program, and that was a
positive review… the one-on-one personal interaction was a great, at least for me that
was a form of communication.
Factors Influencing the Choice Set
Institution contact was influential for many participants who appreciated making
connections. In addition to institution contact, participants described factors that changed their
choice set as they navigated the college choice process. The factors fell into the following
categories: independence/location, the least amount of debt, academic quality/program
availability, and a small school environment.
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Location/Independence
Being close to home but far enough away to be independent was a theme among
participants. Nikki said, “Distance from home was important, I could ‘adult’ …I liked the idea of
living far away, but I don't want to be so far away from my home.” Layla described the actual
distance she wanted to be, saying, “I wanted to be at least an hour away from home because as
much as I love my parents, it’s like a codependent relationship, and I kind of needed a break.”
Multiple participants mentioned that they wanted to be far enough to be independent but close
enough to travel home easily. Nathan shared that he wanted to be close enough to drive home:
I guess another reason the university I chose was appealing to me was because it was far
enough away from home, but it wasn’t like if I want to go back and see mom and dad, I
can just take a drive like an hour and be at their house and spend the day with them.
Stacey stated a similar perspective:
I want to be far enough away from home so I can be independent, but close enough so I
can be at home too. I decided I wanted to stay at least two hours from home, far, but not
too far.
Vicki shared wanting “the college experience”:
The fact that it was far enough away to where I would be able to live on campus…and I
could go through the college experience, and you know find some independence for
myself and not have to rely on my parents or anybody and, but you know it's close
enough to where if I ever need anything, then they would be right there.
Sean expressed thoughts similar to Vicki’s:
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A big thing for me was I wanted to be far enough away to where I could feel
independent, and I’m like making my own choices, but I’m close enough to where I can
drive back on a weekend, and it's easy because it's an hour and 30.
Madison said, “I really liked the idea of how [Institution B] was a little far from home but close.”
Gina talked about how she specifically didn’t pick a university because it was too close to
home. “I loved [Institution V], but it sounds really terrible, but it was way too close to home, and
I wanted independence.” Phoenix expressed wanting to be as far away from their family as
possible. “I wanted to be as far away from my family as possible. It wasn’t a good relationship.”
Shannon had a specific radius for the distance she would be from home:
I was thinking about how far away from home I wanted to be, and I kind of said, okay,
well here's my radius, and I could go a certain number of hours away from home without
really stretching myself. And I think I narrowed it down to no more than seven hours
away from home, which was kind of a big range.
Elizabeth expressed not wanting to experience “13th grade”:
Making my college decision, I knew I wanted to go out of state, and I wanted to have a
new experience and not really go on to the 13th grade. A lot of my friends in high school,
like my last two years with COVID, it’s kind of was difficult… so that's why I wanted to
get away from my hometown and get away from the people in that town. So, in my
college application, I wanted to say I didn't wanna continue to the 13th grade, but also, I
don't want it to seem like I was getting away from things… I did really want new
opportunities, a new setting, completely new people, all that stuff. I really wanted to, I
don't know, just get a fresh start, and that's why I wanted to apply to out-of-state schools
and really consider that instead of some in-state schools.
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Some participants described location alone as important. You can see that in how Scott
described he “… was looking for a bigger city, but not too big. I feel like [city where Institution
B is located] is perfect for me.” Aleigha and Shannon applied to multiple institutions, and
location played a role in their ultimate decisions. Aleigha said, “I looked at colleges out of state,
but I didn’t want to go too far. I decided I was most comfortable with [Institution B] because it
was closer and more comfortable for me.” Shannon said:
I looked at schools that were fairly close, so I looked at [Institution B], [Institution R],
[Institution DD], [Institution EE], [Institution O], and [Institution A]. [Institution EE] and
[Institution O] were a bit farther, so they were eliminated from my list.
Josh said, “[Institution B] was on my list because it is close and convenient,” and Kristin said, “I
wanted a place where I was able to commute.”
The Least Amount of Debt
Twenty-four participants identified cost as a factor in their decision on college choice.
The opportunity to receive reduced tuition or scholarships played a significant role in many
participants’ experiences. After experiencing the sharp economic slowdown brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic, most students and parents said affordability and dealing with the debt
burden that often goes together with a degree is their top concern (Dickler, 2021). Several
participants in this study mentioned that they could not take on out-of-state costs unless
universities had reasonable tuition rates. Patrick said, “I kind of eliminated out of state… from
the get-go just because tuition is unreasonably expensive.” Layla added, “The financial reasons
were important because I know out-of-state tuition can get pricey, and that's why I was gonna
stay more local.”
Elizabeth was choosing between institutions based on costs:
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The prices… how much it would cost to attend would also help because I was choosing
between [Institution H] and [Institution B] … with [Institution H] it was like two or three
times as much as I am paying for [Institution B]. So just knowing that that's gonna be one
semester, that's a lot. So, the price definitely was a deciding factor.
[Institution B], where all participants were enrolled during interviews, had recently gone through
an out-of-state tuition reset in which out-of-state tuition for bordering states was almost the same
as in-state tuition. Several participants mentioned this as a factor. Joe said, “Size, location,
program… I was mostly looking at schools in my home state, and [Institution B] came out with
their border state tuition, and that put it in that same mix of with state schools.” Matt mentioned
the border state tuition reset as well:
[Institution B] was affordable and one of the only places that was offering an almost instate tuition rate. My parents would help me with college, but I didn't want to go to a
fancy school and have a ton of student debt. [Institution B] had a thing if you were a
border state you got almost in-state tuition and in our state, we were so far away we were
shocked we could get that kind of tuition and [Institution B] was one of the only places
doing this…and at [Institution B] there's are a ton of students that graduate debt-free.
Karen shared a similar experience to Matt:
Just as soon as I applied, I already applied, and then they said, the thing where they took
away, I don't know like 10,000 from tuition or something, so of course, I was like well I
already applied, but now I know I want to go there.
Most important seemed to be the access to scholarships to offset tuition costs. Aleigha
said, “I had some scholarship offers at first, so I wanted to look at a place where I wouldn't be
paying out-of-state tuition and also had a good balance, where I wasn't going too bad into student
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debt.” Madison described the role scholarships played in her choice, saying, “Price was
something I would say…I was getting more scholarship money at [Institution B], so it was more
affordable compared to [Institution A].” Shannon was an out-of-state student who had a little
more expensive, but said that her scholarships made up the difference:
The schools were similar… I had to pay a little bit more for out-of-state tuition to attend
college in another state, but it actually was significantly cheaper with the honor
scholarship I got, so I had to look at all the financial factors and how that would play
out…and how that would set me up or would not set me up for my future, so that was
definitely a factor.
Scholarships played a significant role for Phoenix as they could go to college tuition-free:
I ended up paying nothing for school. I received the Provost scholarship, the Inspire
scholarship, and three others that I can't remember. Money was a huge thing… my first
choice was [Institution A], and with everything that I was going to get, it wasn't even
covering half of what the first semester was looking like. Whereas with [Institution B], it
was so much cheaper, and they had more scholarships.
Nathan, like Phoenix, also received enough scholarships to pay for tuition:
My school is completely paid for with the scholarships that I received, and knowing that
it was kind of like… I applied there, and then I realized that if I went there, I wouldn’t
have to pay anything to go to school, and so that was kind of like…why would I apply
anywhere else when I can go here for free… so like definitely finances played a big role.
Ultimately, tuition costs played a role in where a student would apply to school and
whether or not they would consider out-of-state institutions. Olivia said, “My parents were
supportive, but I do not want to blow a ton of money. They told me to pick what I wanted, but I
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decided to stay away from [Institution W] for financial reasons.” Sean, whose dad was happy
with lower tuition costs, said, “My dad was like go where you want to go… I’ll help you pay, but
he was happy when he was not paying $25,000 a year.” Nikki picked the university she did
because it offered her the lowest price. She shared, “[Institution B] I know was probably going to
be the cheapest, so I applied there because I knew it had a good program, and it was the price I
wanted to pay.” Crystal described “narrowing… it down based on tuition and scholarships.”
Gina, a first-generation student from a low-income family, described financial accessibility:
I come from a low-income family, so one of the very important things for me was
finances…and [Institution B], thankfully, is very financially accessible, even if I didn't
have any scholarships or anything financially… It would take a lot of work, but I could
do it on my own.
Scott, Rima, Kristin, Kelly, and Angie all said cost was a critical factor in their college choice as
reflected by Scott’s comment that “tuition was the number one factor for me.”
Trying to find a place they could afford was vital; Josh, Madison, and Sean mentioned
that the two years free at a community college were tempting. Josh said, “I considered
[Institution C] just because the first two years would be free. Who wouldn’t want free
schooling?” Madison said, “[Institution D] was kind of a backup so if everything failed, I don't
know, I was just going to go there because it's free,” and Sean reported that, “[Institution D] was
my fallback if I didn’t get into the other two schools I was interested in because of the free
tuition.”
Academic Quality/Program Availability
Similar to cost being a factor in which college they would attend, twenty participants
study said that the program of study was influential in their decision. Many participants
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described academic interest as being a primary factor in applying. Karen, interested in American
Sign Language, said, “I knew I wanted to go somewhere that had an American Sign Language
major or minor, so I only applied to those institutions.” Kristin stated, “I wanted a school with a
medical or health focus.” Angie said, “First of all, the school had to have an archaeology
program or at least something similar.” Patrick also expressed the importance of programs,
sharing, “The college I chose had to have good programs and state rankings.”
Phoenix investigated several majors and ended up changing their mind as they struggled
to find a school that offered what they were interested in:
At first, I only applied to schools that had a good medical program, but then I was
looking for some sort of writing major with a French minor. [Institution B] was the only
school in the area that actually had a French minor, but it didn’t have a writing major;
however, my high school and [Institution B] are pretty connected, and I learned about the
theatre minor, so I switched to that because my theatre teacher encouraged me to.
Like Phoenix, Crystal shared she was interested in writing:
I didn’t want to be the only one at my university who had my major, you know… I
wanted to make sure there's a big composition of students who went there who not only
practice that but that they had a good program and the program had good writing stuff
because I don't want to just go to a school because of the location and just go to a
program that isn't really going to be worth my time.
Kim used a system to cross colleges off her list depending on her major of interest:
I looked at what the majors were at each college… and I looked at all the colleges in the
area, wrote down all my lists of majors that I had an interest in… and then if there was a
college that didn't have more than three of the majors, I crossed them off the list. I knew
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that I most likely will end up changing … and in the time since I started looking for
colleges and actually going to college, I did change my major a couple of times.
Rima was influenced by her family when thinking about majors and looked at universities that
would allow her to achieve her goals academically:
My stepdad is in the military, and so he gave me a very good role model of what I wanted
to do … that's the whole reason why I wanted to go into ROTC to try it out to see what
my interests… since I was a kid, probably since I was like 10, I’ve been wanting to do
like criminal justice or something law-related and from there, hopefully, I could do
military sciences and as my minor and add that to my military career which I’m hoping to
have, at the end of my four-year college.
Matt started out wanting to be an engineer like his father, however that changed when he job
shadowed one day. He explained that he enrolled because of the new major he discovered:
I really wanted to be a civil engineer for the longest time because that's what my dad
does; I always thought it was cool that he got to design stuff, and people got to use it
every day. But my junior year summer, the summer before senior year, I got to go out and
work with my dad's crew, and I realized no, I don't like waking up at 3:00 a.m. every
morning; I don't like being outside in the hot all day. I’m gonna do something I want to
do. I decided I wanted to do sports management. After that me and my parents had a
serious talk… do you really want to do this [civil engineering], I said no honestly not
really, and I’ve always loved sports, I played baseball for fifteen years now… so I
decided to do sports management and [Institution B] had a pretty good program and once
I was accepted, I was sold.
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Several participants were interested in nursing. Sean was deciding between two in-state
institutions known for their nursing programs. He shared, “[Institution E] and [Institution B] both
have really good nursing programs.” Of the factors he was looking for, Sean said that “finances
were number one, but the program (nursing) was number two.” Shannon noted that her criteria
was “…a good nursing program,” and lastly, Elizabeth applied out of state due to the reputation
of the nursing program:
I knew [Institution X] had a really great nursing program, and that's what I wanna do.
That was one of the main things that I looked at while applying for college… who had a
nursing program, which ones were the best, which ones had a great passing rate or
acceptance rate. Then eventually I found [Institution B], and I think I got something in
the mail one day and I had never really heard of it…and I discovered that it was great for
nursing.
Kristin, Joe, Kelly, Gina, and Nathan all said that program of study was in the top two factors
that influenced their college choice, like Michelle, who said, “I looked at schools that had the
programs I was interested in.” Scott said something not expressed by any other participant,
sharing, “I liked schools that allowed you to be undecided.”
Small School Environment
The last factor participants described as influential in their decision on where to attend
was the institution's size. Several participants thought about the benefits of being enrolled at a
large school with a small feel. Matt stated, “Size was important… I said I don't want to go
somewhere with 50,000 kids, and [Institution B] is right at 15 [thousand], which works.” Sean
said, “[Institution B] and [Institution E] are both small enough to where I can walk around
campus instead of having to take a bike or bus, but big enough to where I can still have a real
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college experience.” Stacey wanted something smaller than the large schools on her list. She
said, “I cut out [Institution Y] and [Institution Z], and then I wanted something smaller that felt
like a community college, but not like super small where there is only two building[s].”
Madison described what she was looking for based on size:
A little smaller size was important… I was concerned about the size of [Institution A]
…how big it was so I started looking into that and then I really liked the idea of it, you
know how [Institution B] was a little far from home but close and how is it a little smaller
feel.
Joe also considered size:
I also factored in size; it was important during my search process; I got very lucky
because I think [Institution B] is a perfect size. The university president always says
we're big enough to have everything, but we're also small enough that you can make lots
of close friends… and I used to think he’s just saying that, but it’s very, very true.
Kalani, Gina, and Angie all shared that small college feel was important. Having a personal
relationship with others on campus was important as well. Kalani said, “I wanted to know my
professors, wanted to be able to ask questions without fear.” Angie said, “I thrive when I can
have a personal relationship with my classmates and professor.” Gina also wanted to experience
the smaller classroom:
I did apply to [Institution A] … but there's just something about being in a classroom of
so many people, and you just being a number on a seat, rather than an actual student…
and I kind of felt that a couple of times during high school and I didn't really like that…
and so, coming here [Institution B] and seeing a smaller class size… I liked the size… it's
big, but it's not too big. It was very important that faculty got involved and, for me, I’ve
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met the university president on multiple occasions randomly… that really was nice to see
and like now experience, so I guess that's what I was looking for.
All the factors outlined above played a significant role in student choice of which college to
attend. but university marketing and communications efforts also played a role in their college
choice decision.
Digital Engagement/Marketing Influences
Participants said that program of study was influential in their decision on where to attend
college, as noted earlier in this chapter. It wasn’t surprising that twenty-five participants
described the importance of finding program information on the university website as influential
in their decision to attend a university.
Websites
Websites were a critical resource for participants as they investigated majors and minors.
Stacey described using information online to find out about rankings and reputation. She said, “I
looked at majors and ratings of the program and their acceptance rate and how good their
programs are and if they have a good reputation or not.” Karen described her experience
comparing one institution to another:
I use the [Institution B] website a lot, and then I would go into the section where it says,
which majors/minors there are, and then I find out more about that kind of stuff. I was
deciding if I wanted communications or media and communications what they had to
offer compared to [Institution AA].
Gina had a similar experience and described how she explored programs at three institutions:
I looked at three schools, I was looking at their degree programs and how you are going
to progress… all the classes and stuff and I was looking at all three of them. I compared
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them, and then I was looking at the minors that you can get in and credit hours that you
need for each of those minors, using the university websites…between [Institution B] and
[Institution V], it was definitely a tiebreaker just seeing the different levels that the
universities push… and what they expect because I felt like [Institution B] expected more
so, I guess, it was very influential in which program I wanted.
Kim also found the program information online to help cross off universities from her list:
I would go to their web pages a lot… mostly I looked at their major lists… what majors
were offered, what classes sometimes were required because it gave me a good idea of
what they focused on at each school. Sometimes I would be like, oh, they have a theater
program… and then you'd actually look at their classes, and they would be classes I'd be
interested in taking… It definitely provided good information that allowed me to cross
places off before I went forward.
Kalani had a similar experience, sharing, “I looked at websites to see what they offered for
majors, what courses, or whatever.” Patrick and Kristin described how helpful it was to use the
website to explore program information. Patrick described using major listings:
I thought it was really helpful seeing the big list of majors and everything seeing
requirements because I did a lot of like dual enrollment and AP classes so I could kind of
plan that out in high school which ones I would take so I’d use the website, a bit for that.
Kristin said, “It [websites] provided a lot of information, you know… how to apply what kind of
classes or their degrees, stuff like that.” Knowing what they wanted to study, some participants
used websites to look up what kind of classes they would take, as Sean described, “I use
[Institution B’s] website to look up nursing tracks… what kind of classes, you would take on
undergraduate programs and graduate programs for honor studies stuff like that.” Angie said,
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“The first thing I always did was look to see if they had an archaeology program, and if they
didn’t, I’d usually did not take that much of an in-depth look.” Being a musical theatre major,
Michelle looked at websites for audition information. She shared, “Looking online was helpful;
it was especially helpful to look at audition requirements because they all had their audition
materials online and when they were due.”
In addition to program information, multiple participants described using websites for
general purposes. Scott shared, “The biggest influence for me was websites.” Participants also
explained the importance of user-friendly informative websites that showed campus life. Sean
noted that “the biggest resource I used was university websites, going to websites that were
welcoming and very informative was helpful… after going to some websites in particular
[Institution B], I kind of was addicted to it.”
Matt also used websites to see what was happening on campus:
I looked at the websites a lot, and it was helpful because they [universities] show what
they are doing, how many activities there are, good student experiences, and I explored
academics and finances. I liked how they…showed real stuff, and I was like this could be
a really cool place to go; obviously, they have like good student life they always got
something going on.
Josh reviewed colleges from a student standpoint, and said, “I liked seeing outstanding student
feedback which made me think they were a welcoming university.” Gina, who used websites to
explore involvement at the universities she was interested in, said, “I used to go to the college
websites to learn more about clubs and everything that goes on.” Madison “… was influenced by
websites that provided scholarship information.” Phoenix “… looked at major lists, information
about dorms, and was able to check some schools off my list.” Shannon liked going directly to
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university websites and “…used colleges’ websites primarily to find information about them
more than any other website because it was more accurate information, and I thought why not go
directly to the source.”
Social Media
Participants described social media as one of the best ways for institutions to connect
with potential students. Fourteen participants said Instagram was the main social media platform
they used. Rima said, “When I heard about [Institution B], the first thing I did was go on
Instagram.” Kalani liked “… that colleges have an Instagram account for everything…
everything you can think of. I like that you can see what is happening at the school.” Joe and
Sean followed university pages. Joe said, “I followed or tried to follow all the schools I applied
to on Instagram…they often posted deadline reminders and things.” Sean said, “I followed a
bunch of university-affiliated Instagram pages, like [Institution B] football and stuff like that.”
Phoenix used Instagram to assist them with multiple areas while exploring universities. They
said, “At the time, I had [Institution B] [Financial Aid] page on Instagram and several other
pages; Instagram was my main source of everything.”
Three participants described using Instagram to find the class of 2021 pages. Madison
said, “I used [Institution A] and [Institution B] Instagram’s to find the class of 2021 or something
similar to that page; I liked looking at that to see where everyone was going.” Aleigha, who had
a similar experience, ”… looked up the class of 2021 Instagram page to see what the class might
look like.” Elizabeth used Instagram to explore schools but also to look at the class pages:
I followed a lot of the schools on Instagram. I followed [Institution H], [Institution BB],
[Institution CC]. Mostly the big schools that I wanted to go to or that I applied to. I really
wanted to go to a big school, so I said I should follow them on Instagram. That's what my
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friends said, follow them on Instagram, follow their class of 2021 or 2025 pages. That's
what I started doing, but once I started narrowing it down more is when I started
following the 2021 or 2025 pages.
Karen described how following clubs and organizations allowed her to understand institutional
values better:
I look at all the organizations, and that's how I found out about the film club and Sexual
& Gender Alliance. Especially once I saw about the Sexual & Gender Alliance, and that
there was actually inclusion stuff… that I didn't find that for any other colleges, it wasn't
on the main page… like of the clubs that they offered.
Aleigha talked about “… hearing from other people, looking at other people's social media to
how they felt about college was important.” Kelly said, “I’ve always looked at [Institution A’s]
and [Institution B’s] social media because I have family and friends that go there. I’ve always
seen their personal pages.”
Phoenix described how social media played a role in where they would not be attending college:
I was looking at the students there, and what they were saying, the whole thing about
[Institution G] and being anti-gay had not come out yet, but they [Institution G] had
recently fired a teacher who had come out. That was the last thing that shut me out based
on all I was seeing on social media.
A subtheme that emerged about social media was how the students used it to follow
current university students to see what their experiences were like. Scott described how
following current students was helpful:
I looked at Instagram…. and the social media accounts run by students for [Institution
B’s] campus, and that kind of persuaded me because I feel like a big part of college
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life…. is experience as well so, seeing that firsthand… students show what they're doing
and the experiences they persuaded me… it looked like a fun campus.
Rima had a similar experience to Scott:
When I heard about [Institution B], the first thing I did was go to Instagram...I saw a
bunch of different pages and then just [Institution B] in general, and from there, I saw a
bunch of students talking really good about the college, and that's where I found a spark,
an interest in the college and that's where I started to look more in-depth into [Institution
B] and other colleges I started looking through Instagram... looking at their college and
what they would do and stuff like that, and other people's opinions.
Crystal described being close to some social media influencers who played a role during her
college search process:
There's definitely a lot of social media influencers... I had a lot of friends who graduated
that went to [Institution B], and I would talk to them a lot, and they would tell me about
[Institution B], and I like how fun it looks. I follow a lot of people, and it was interesting
to see who was having fun and which schools looked more fun based on their
experiences.
Nathan also described using social media to look at current student experiences:
I used social media in the sense of seeing other people like seeing my friends and seeing
what their college experience looked like on social media and where they went. Because I
remember, there was one girl, she was a year ahead of me, but she went to [Institution I]
and always post[ed] these beautiful pictures about how beautiful the campuses and she
was having fun...and I that was definitely one reason that I was very interested... just
knowing her and knowing how much fun she looked like she was having and just how
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satisfied and content she looked was definitely something that intrigued me like made me
interested in.
Digital Tools
The Google Search. Another theme that emerged was using digital tools like Google to
explore colleges. Aleigha stated, “I used mainly Google searches to pull things right up.” Kalani
did the same, saying, “I don’t remember exactly what I searched, but I just did a random Google
search about each school.” Patrick said, “In general, I just Google searched. Looking for
rankings was easier to do on Google.” Rima, Aleigha, Patrick, Josh, and Nikki also all mentioned
doing general Google searches. Kristin said, “I just did Google searches of the university, and the
feedback was good.” Crystal described using Google for everything:
I definitely Google searched what’s the best college in my state. I used Google all the
time; literally I just googled random facts about colleges like what is the population,
faculty to student ratio, anything that popped into my head.
Phoenix searched for safety information on Google. He explained, “I used Google searches a lot,
one of the biggest things I was worried about was living in an area that would be safe and
accommodating to me. Google helped me determine if the city supported the queer community.”
Participants also used Google to search specific academic program information. Matt explained
how he:
…just typed in best sports management degree schools into Google, and then [Institution
B] popped up as one of them, so I started really looking at [Institution B] … I really used
that [Google] most of the time… Google searches were key for me that's really how I
found out about the school and other schools.
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Crystal, Stacey, and Elizabeth used Google to look at rankings or acceptance rates. Crystal said,
“I did Google searches for the best college of journalism in my state.” Stacey said that she
“…would use Google to look up ratings of the programs and their acceptance rates, and how
good their programs were and if they had a good reputation or not.” Elizabeth did the same,
saying, “I searched acceptance rates and graduation rates into nursing programs.” Lastly, Vicki
Googled courses she would take. “I just Google searched to figure out what courses I was
supposed to take before I reached out to my specific major.”
YouTube. Some participants found tour videos from university websites; however, most
participants used YouTube to access official university tours and current students giving a
campus tour, view residence halls, and find out about program information. Olivia said, “I would
go on YouTube and look at people giving their little campus tours before deciding if I really
wanted to drive all the way there for a tour.” Madison “…would look at different dorms and
videos people had posted of tours.” Shannon “…watched [Institution B] videos on YouTube and
different topics on YouTube, so it was a main source for me.” Sean also used YouTube for tours,
saying, “I would use YouTube to look at virtual tour stuff and some dorms.” Scott “…[looked] at
YouTube videos of people moving in to see what the dorms were like before I started looking at
booklets and stuff.” Kim found program information on YouTube. She shared, “I used YouTube
to look up videos of programs or even just basic information…once I made my decision, I
looked at dorms and information videos they had.” Layla used YouTube multiple times due to
COVID-19. “Even though I had already been to [Institution B], I went through and watched their
virtual tour after COVID happened, which allowed me to see even more stuff I was interested
in.” Kristin said, “I found YouTube links from the main website and watched the videos.” Gina
used videos to explore her interests. “I watched a few promotional videos on YouTube, and then
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I watched the ROTC program videos.” Joe used YouTube for virtual tours and wished there had
been more out there for him to explore:
I did use YouTube for a lot of school stuff, like virtual tours I remember scouring
YouTube… and that is one thing I remember thinking was I wish there was more content
on YouTube because a lot of students will use those “day in the life” videos and there's
like hundreds of [Institution F] day in the life but not as much for [Institution B]… you
barely see any, and that's not something that the school controls… it's just what students,
you know, create their own free will.
Nathan used YouTube to watch multiple campus tours to see what the campuses looked like
throughout the year. “A lot of people talk about how beautiful campuses are; I did a bunch of
YouTube tours on the campuses just to kind of look and see what it is really like in all the
different seasons.”
Common Application. Another digital tool participants used for researching universities
was the Common Application (Common App), a platform used by more than 900 schools to
allow students to apply to multiple institutions at once (Moody, 2021), making the search process
much more manageable. Crystal described how Common App helped her throughout the
process:
Common App was literally the only thing I really used. You just fill out a common
application, and from there, you can kind of select universities and go into the
requirements and explore the majors … I just used that as a guide to really explore the
meat of what the colleges were about. I liked it because it gives you the option to select
so many different schools and all the requirements, and it just makes it a lot easier,
honestly.
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Other participants had similar experiences. Matt stated, “Common App and Google searches
were the key for me.” Joe said, “I can still pull up all my information from the Common App. I
used the Common App to explore universities.” Scott said, “One of the sources I used the most
was the Common App.”
Naviance. A few other participants used Naviance, a leading college, career, and life
readiness platform (Power School/Naviance, 2021). Sean used Naviance frequently and
described how helpful it was:
Naviance is a great system where we could put in your GPA, and you could put in your
interests, hobbies, and potential degrees you wanted to go into, and it would give you a
list of colleges that would suit those needs in your area or you could select the state that
you wanted to be in or how close you wanted to be, and it would give you a list of
colleges, that you could look into.
Elizabeth had her high school counselor’s help when using Naviance. “My college counselor had
this website, Naviance, that she used to help me sort out and look up information about
colleges.” Olivia said, “Naviance and Common App summed up what each college had and
requirements.”
Niche. A few participants used Niche, a platform for college-bound students to create a
profile to manage their search. Students can build lists, track their progress, schedule visits, and
apply (Patch, 2021) during their college search process. Shannon said Niche helped her
determine if where she was going would be safe. “I did use the website Niche because they had a
lot of safety and different things and information about the area that the schools in, and that's
really important to me that I feel safe.” Joe described how Niche made him feel like he was
getting an authentic objective view of exploring places:
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We would go to the school's actual website, but there was kind of in the back of your
head hesitation with that… in terms of getting authentic reviews or a feel for the school
just because you knew like, as with any school, they're just going to put like the best of
their best. Niche provided stats and things like that… it was great to get an understanding
of what the school did, the programs they offer… in terms of narrowing down, would I fit
in here… looking at the reviews and stuff from those types of websites was where I
diverted to.
Kim described something similar:
Niche… I used that one a bunch when looking up… getting an interest in the college, and
also just getting an idea of what that college would actually be like. I think that's the only
one I actually used when it came to researching colleges. It was just a nice website to
have all the information I could put on there… like population, people's thoughts on the
community, and sometimes even what people did after they got out of school.
Billboards
While digital tools were helpful the participants all agreed that billboards had zero impact
or influence on their decision to attend a college or university. Aleigha said, “I saw a billboard
occasionally, but they did not influence my decision.” Matt remembers seeing billboards but
describes them as not impactful:
I have family in [state] so 45 minutes up the road, so we used to come up here all lot to
visit them, and there's a couple of [Institution B] boards obviously there's more
[Institution A] billboards because it’s a bigger school… but I've seen a couple I mean I
never really thought like oh, I see that billboard I'm good I'm good to go there.
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Josh, Angie, and Stacey all said billboards did not influence them. Josh said, “I have seen
billboards, but they did not serve a purpose or persuade me.” Angie said, “I saw some college
billboards, but they never meant anything to me.” Phoenix concurred that “billboards did not
have an influence on me at all.” Lastly, Stacey said, “I saw [Institution B] billboards, but I didn’t
feel influenced by them. I didn’t really even think about them.”
Not only were billboards not influential, almost half of the participants also reported they
did not see billboards during their college search process. Vicki said, “I don’t remember seeing
any [billboards].” Scott said, “I don’t believe I ever saw or noticed a college billboard.” Karen
said she “live[d] too far away for billboards.” Rima, Olivia, Crystal, Joe, Shannon, Elizabeth,
Layla, Madison, and Nathan all indicated that they never saw billboards.
However, Kristin, Sean, and Scott reported they noticed billboards after they enrolled.
Kristin said, “I’m gonna be honest, I didn’t start seeing billboards until I was enrolled, and now I
notice just how many billboards are around.” Sean agreed:
[I] didn't notice them until after I was already at [Institution B], because now, I feel, like
every time I drive back to the city I am from, I see at least three [Institution B] billboards,
and I never noticed that before I came here.
Scott said, “I don’t believe I ever saw a billboard. Coming to [Institution B] now, I see them, but
I never did before.” Patrick said much the same thing, agreeing, “The only billboards I’ve seen
have actually been recently, and I have obviously already made up my mind.” Elizabeth stated,
“I noticed them, there was an [Institution B] billboard I saw my senior year, but I had already
made my mind up to go there, so it was kind of like looking at it as a pride thing.” Gina said,
“Once I knew I was going to [Institution B] I would see billboards in my hometown, which was
not influential but was a sense of pride.”
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Chapter Summary
The above data outlined how the 27 participants described what influenced them
throughout their college search, the support they received during the search, how efforts made by
institution’s influenced their search, what factors were most important throughout their search,
and how digital engagement, marketing, and communication impacted their choice. Participants
also described what they believed to be ineffective or non-influential factors in their college
search process. In Chapter 5 I will discuss the data and recommendations for future research.
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Chapter 5. Findings and Recommendations
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore what influences Gen Z students when
they are making a college choice. As Director of Undergraduate Admissions, this is something I
am involved with daily at my institution. When I began this research, I had concerns about my
direct connection to my research focus and whether I would be able to be objective during the
interviews. Because of these concerns, I focused on remaining neutral and allowing the
participants to tell their stories. I enjoyed interviewing participants and found their stories to be
both inspiring and reflective of the positive and negative challenges facing high school students
navigating college choice. Initially, I wanted to focus on the impact of marketing and
communication on students’ college choice; however, throughout the interviews, I gained a much
broader sense of what impacts high school students’ college choice outside of marketing and
communication efforts.
Institution B, a mid-sized institution in the southeast, was the location for this study. The
findings inform Institution B but can’t be generalized to all institutions. This research focused on
Gen Z students in their first semester at Institution B. This research does not represent other
populations, including but not limited to transfer, adult, international, and underrepresented
students. Because these findings only provide a snapshot of the experiences of 27 students at a
single institution, enrollment managers should continue to monitor and get input from future
students. We should keep our finger on the pulse of students, know the population at our
institutions, and find out what is important to them.
I will note that there are several limitations to this study. I used purposeful sampling to
select the sample; therefore, these results cannot be generalized to the entire population of
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students at this institution, nor can they be generalized to other institutions. The participants may
not be reflective of the demographic make-up of the student body at Institution B or reflect the
experience of other students. I made every effort to encourage participants to think back to their
college search process before deciding where to attend college; however, I could expect some
participant bias as each one had already made their decision and might reflect more positively on
their chosen institution or experiences with that institution. However, I interviewed to the point
of redundancy with these 27 participants.
Findings
Interest in College
I began each interview by asking participants how they became interested in attending
college. A pattern that emerged was their interest in college began at a young age, consistent
with past research by Hossler & Stage (1992), who found that over 70% of students in their study
had established postsecondary educational plans by the ninth grade. Most participants in this
study reported knowing they had been interested in college since middle school. Multiple factors
fueled their interest in college, including their family’s higher education experiences, academic
or career goals, and campus interactions. I was surprised by the participants' interest in and an
often keen awareness of college at such a young age.
The participants talked about how others supported their interest in college and
contributed to their decision-making, consistent with the literature noted in Chapter 2. Influences
of family and friends in college choice operate in three ways: their comments shape students’
expectations of a particular college, they might offer direct advice on where a student should go,
and close friends who go to college will influence the student’s decision (Chapman, 1981; Wong,
2020). Participants described the direct impact both family and high school staff had throughout
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their college choice process. Parents were the primary source of family support; however, Kalani
and Rima had uncles actively involved in their search process. In addition, participants whose
parents went to college often wanted to follow in their parent’s footsteps, or it was an
expectation that they go to college.
Patrick provides this example:
I think it's just like my parents both went to college, so I wanted to, and it was always one
of those things that I think they would have been supportive in whatever I wanted to do,
but it was just one of those things I was raised, where you're expected to go to college
type deal.
Scott, Rima, Olivia, Aleigha, Matt, Elizabeth, and Phoenix described themselves as firstgeneration and talked about how their families wanted them to experience college because they
had not had the opportunity. Elizabeth described her parents “wanting more for her.” She
explained, “I mean, it's kind of always been expected of us because my parents didn't really do
college my mom tried… my dad never went to college. They wanted more for us than just bluecollar work.” This is consistent with previous research indicating that parents’or family
education and expectations strongly influence high school students' postsecondary plans (Hossler
& Stage, 1992; Wong, 2020).
In addition, most participants spoke about support from high school counselors, which is
also consistent with previous research. High school counselors are often the single most
significant source of information students have access to during the college search process
(Boyer, 1987; Harding et al., 2017; Johnson et al., 1991; Ruffalo Noel-Levitz, 2020; Orfield &
Paul, 1993; Perna, 2006; Ruffalo Noel Levitz, 2017; Woods & Domina, 2014). Surprisingly,
counselors weren’t the only ones mentioned. Scott, Aleigha, Matt, Angie, Phoenix, and Layla
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shared that other high school staff including coaches, teachers, and college access advisors
helped them during the college search process. I would note that there is limited research on the
impact of high school staff on the college search process outside of high school counselors.
In addition to adults in helping positions, a student’s social network plays a substantial
role in their college choice (Boyer, 1987; Bronfenbrenner, 1979; Chapman, 1981; Johnson et al.,
1993; Lee, 2019; Noel-Levitz, 2020; Sanders, 1990; Skinner, 2019; Youngblood, 2015). I
enjoyed hearing about the conversations participants had with their friends about college.
Matt’s was a prime example:
My friend would talk about what he wanted to do in his life and would say, you do not
just want to sit around and do nothing with your life. We talked about college, what to do,
and how we wanted to help people.
Several participants had friends who visited campuses with them and shaped how they thought
about the college choice process. In addition, many participants had friends enrolled at
universities they were considering. Having these contacts who were already on college campuses
allowed participants to engage in conversations with current students, view their social media,
and sometimes even visit them on their campus.
Participants cited multiple factors as influential in their decision to attend a particular
institution but two that stood out were location and independence, which appeared to be related.
Previous researchers noted that students often choose a school because of the location to make
the transition more accessible financially and emotionally (Bradshaw et al., 2001; Krezel &
Krezel, 2017; Lillis & Tian, 2008; Lopez-Turley, 2009). Most of the participants in this study
expressed the hope to be far enough away from home, but not too far they couldn’t travel back
home within a few hours drive. Shannon was the one outlier as she described drawing a seven-
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hour radius from her home. It might be challenging to use this data because location and
proximity mean something different to each student; however, admissions personnel shouldn’t
ignore the opportunity to capitalize on how the proximity of an institution plays into students'
choice to attend.
For participants in this study, the availability of low-cost tuition and scholarships proved
a critical factor in where they would attend. As expected, they described the importance of cost
throughout their decision-making process, confirming past research (Seltzer, 2017; Xue & Chao,
2015). Participants from out-of-state would not have considered Institution B if not for the recent
tuition reset. Karen describes this, saying, “They [Institution B] took away, I don’t know like
$10,000 from tuition or something, so of course, I was like well I already applied, but now I
know I want to go there.” Many participants, including Phoenix and Nathan, spoke about the
importance of receiving scholarships. Phoenix said, “I ended up paying nothing for school,” and
Nathan added, “My school is completely paid for with the scholarships I received.” Again, this
confirms past research that financial aid and scholarship availability are often more important
than the overall cost of attending (Want & Bowles, 1993; Kim, 2004; Seltzer, 2017; Xue &
Chao, 2015).
While cost is a key factor, academic reputation and offerings are among the most
influential institutional factors in the college choice decision (Chapman, 1981; Desjardins et al.,
2006; Hanson & Litten, 1982; Hossler & Gallaher, 1987; Jackson, 1982; Perna, 2006;
Toutkoushian & Paulsen, 2016) and rankings of colleges and universities play a significant role
in students’ matriculation decisions (Bradshaw et al., 2001; Dearden et al., 2014). Reputation,
rankings, and selection of majors were evident in this study as well. Patrick shared that the
college he chose had to have good programs and state rankings. In addition, Karen, Angie,
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Kristin, Crystal, Kim, Matt, Sean, Gina, Kelly, Nathan, Joe, and Elizabeth all said that they
would not have chosen an institution if it did not have their academic major of interest. Karen
specifically said, “I knew I wanted to go somewhere that had an American Sign Language major
or minor, so I only applied to those institutions.”
Academic programs were obviously important to these students, but it was interesting to
note that Kalani, Gina, and Angie described the importance of a small school environment where
they could have a personal relationship with others on campus, including professors and
classmates. Gina specifically expressed not wanting to be a number on a seat; she described
wanting to be “seen as an actual student.” This theme of connection continued as we moved from
what they were looking for in a college to their experiences in the recruitment process.
Personalization
Seemiller and Grace (2017) and Beck and Wright (2019) had suggested that personalized
messages in printed materials, electronically, and through individualized personal contact are
more critical in college recruitment now than ever before due to the competitive landscape of
higher education. Then in 2020, higher education institutions had to adapt quickly to the
COVID-19 pandemic by embracing technology and creating a personalized recruitment
experience, including one-on-one meetings, something that had not been standard practice at
many institutions. As the number of potential students declined due to concerns over the
pandemic, institutions had the opportunity to re-envision how they connect and engage with
prospective students (Howells, 2021) including reaching prospective students by emphasizing
personal contact (Chase et al., 2019; Cohen, 2019; Howells, 2021). Examples of this include
meeting with students and families in coffee shops, at locations close to the student’s high
school, or in the parking lots of high schools during which time staff discuss topics such as
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financial aid, orientation, registration for classes, and housing options that are specific to
students’ personal needs. In the past, these conversations would have been more broad and not as
individualized.
Participants in my study shared that this level of connection gave them a feel for how the
institution might treat them if they were students and that these types of interactions made them
feel cared about. Karen, Joe, and Rima described their interactions and connections with
recruiters as significant. Layla, Phoenix, Joe, and Gina all explained how meeting faculty and
administrators played a role in their college decision. Multiple participants described meeting
staff during recruitment events who spoke to them about majors and the campus environment.
Gina and Joe described the university president's impact on them. Participants also appreciated
connecting with current students. Gina described how meeting a current student made an impact
on her decision. These stories suggest that any time an institution can create opportunities for
deep, meaningful contact with university staff, faculty, and students, the outcome could benefit
them in terms of enrollment.
Despite the positive comments about personal connections and contact, there was one
area where contact could be a negative. Overall participants indicated that communication
through texts, phone calls, and email was not influential in their college choice decision.
However, this came with contradictions. For example, as noted, most participants said they
weren’t influenced by these methods of communication, however, they also said that
communication through these methods was influential when it was personal. Another
contradiction but a key finding was the impact of emails. Emails were effective when they spoke
directly to the student, included lists, and were concise. Layla and Shannon even described
flagging emails that provided important information. However, many participants described
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being overwhelmed by email. Kalani asked institutions to remove her from future emails.
Aleigha, Josh, Stacey, Kalani, Patrick, Madison, Layla, Angie, Nikki, Kim, Phoenix, and Nathan
all shared that the volume of email was overwhelming, often pointless, to the degree that some of
them eliminated institutions from their lists.
Anyone who has worked on a college campus has probably heard that students don’t
check their email and that they prefer texts, however, only Karen, Christy, Joe, and Michelle said
receiving texts from admissions recruiters was valuable. I had assumed participants would like
texts because it was a way to get information quickly, easily, and conveniently without the
student having to take action. I was not expecting to hear from almost all participants that they
either didn’t get text messages or that texts were not at all helpful in their college search process.
Olivia, Karen, Kristin, and Nikki specifically described automated communication like texts as
impersonal. Conversely to text messages, handwritten notes had a different impact. Nathan liked
hearing the point of view of a current student, and Layla received a note from a dean who
provided a level of support that was helpful in her search process.
Participants' experiences point to the importance of connecting with institutional staff
personally, whether through in-person contact or other means of communication. However, the
participants confirmed the importance of limiting automated messaging and ensuring
personalized messaging came from real people, reiterating what the literature tells us about the
importance of personal connections (Howells, 2021).
Although it wasn’t a personal connection with the institution, many of these students
liked the connection to the institution that came in the form of swag. While I didn’t ask questions
specifically about swag, which Olson (2017) and Travato (2021) indicated can increase applicant
interest, applicant completion rates, and overall interest and enrollment at an institution, it came
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up organically in almost half of the interviews, one of the most unexpected themes that emerged
in this research. Participants said swag allowed them to display university branding, making
them proud and interested in learning more about the institution in general. Olivia explained how
receiving gifts in the mail made her feel a part of the campus community, and institutions that
mailed swag stuck out to her. Others said swag made them feel special. Multiple participants
mentioned getting stickers like Olivia who said she got “tons of stickers.” T-shirts were the other
swag item they noted most frequently. Aleigha specially said, “I wear a shirt I got in the mail
every day.”
Digital Engagement and Print Materials
Clearly, direct personal communications, and swag, had an impact of the decisions of
these students, but their ability to garner information about the institutions on their college
choice lists from websites, the internet, social media, and print material had an impact as well.
Just like Parker and Igielnick (2020) noted about Gen Z, these participants had access to more
information than any other generation before them thanks to smartphones, the internet, and the
desire to connect digitally. Given this, I was still surprised to learn how vital website information
highlighting academic program information was. I assumed the participants would use websites
to explore institutions and academic majors; however, I was not expecting them to drill down as
much on academic-facing sites. Twenty-four of the twenty-seven noted university websites stood
out by providing information about academic programs, rankings, graduations rates, and faculty
information. Many participants did not just look to see what majors universities offered; they
wanted detailed information related to academics. Participants used this information to compare
academic programs at one institution to another. Stacey, Karen, Gina, Kim, Helen, Kristin, Sean,
and Angie all described how they used university websites to explore academic majors and
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minors. Participants were able to get a good idea of the academic expectations of different
institutions including admissions requirements to specific programs. Some participants even said
they crossed institutions off the list because of the lack of information on the website.
Websites were positively influential if they were welcoming, user-friendly, and showed
campus life. Sean found the homepage of an institution he was interested in helpful because he
learned some overarching information about the institution and could drill down into other pages
off the homepage. The participants’ comments about wanting to know about life at the institution
reflect how institutional websites can shape a student’s view of what the institution can offer
socially and academically and what students can expect if they become students which is
consistent with Ruffalo Noel-Levitz's (2020) findings that redesigning websites to fit the needs
of students is a key recruitment strategy.
That students use the institutions’ websites was not surprising, but I was amazed at how
many participants used Google and YouTube throughout their college search. Using Google,
participants could narrow their search for top academic programs, acceptance rates, and
information about institutional cities. I was surprised to learn that Google led many participants
to universities not previously on their lists. For example, Matt described putting in ‘the best
sports management programs’ into Google and finding an institution that was not even on his
radar.
Participants used YouTube to watch tour videos, hear from current students, and explore
residence life offerings. Olivia, Madison, Sean, Layla, Joe, Nathan, and Kim used YouTube to
explore campuses virtually. Joe, Layla, and Nikki wished there was more YouTube content
available, especially virtual tours with in-depth videos of residence halls, academic buildings,
and students sharing their personal experiences. I lack knowledge of Goggle Analytics and
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Search Engine Optimization, tools that seem essential in determining students' interests and
search patterns. As an enrollment manager, I need to work with marketing experts to understand
these tools better and how they assist in recruitment efforts.
In addition to websites, some participants (Joe, Shannon, and Kim) used third-party
platforms like Niche to manage their college search. Third-party platforms can provide valuable
information about students' interests, providing names and contact information for institutions to
use throughout the recruitment funnel. Hearing about one such platform during the interviews
encouraged me to explore what other sources students might be using in their college search
process, including social media.
Universities have the opportunity to create an integrated recruitment marketing strategy
using social media (Clark et al., 2017; Joly, 2016; Sashittal et al., 2016). Many participants
shared that social media influenced their college choice decision; over half of the participants
used Instagram. Seeing current student stories or experiences was most influential on their
decisions. Scott described this best, saying, “I looked at Instagram, and the social media accounts
ran by students for [Institution B], and that persuaded me because I feel like a big part of college
life is having fun.” Nathan, Crystal, and Elizabeth described how images of pretty campuses on
social media drew them to specific universities. Madison, Sarah, and Elizabeth each described
following the “class of” pages which helped them follow other students who would be going to
the university and to see how many other students were interested in a particular university.
Participants also spoke of learning about engagement opportunities on various campuses through
social media. Rima said that following a student organization page made her feel that the
institution valued inclusion. These experiences support that social media provides an opportunity
to establish a sense of belonging between the student and the institution (Rutter et al., 2015).
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While digital engagement with prospective students is increasing, using print materials
remains a recruitment tactic (Dejarnette, 2019). Many participants described print material they
received at their homes as influential because it provided information they were unaware of or
included personalization that stood out. For example, Elizabeth shared how receiving a postcard
for her birthday was impactful. Karen, Rima, Vicki, Josh, Kristin, Madison, Crystal, Shannon,
Michelle, Elizabeth, Kim, and Nathan liked that printed materials provided statistical information
on residence life, costs, scholarships, and financial aid. Sarah, Crystal, Karen, Rima, Olivia,
Aleigha, Gina, Crystal, Stacey, Elizabeth, and Joe described how print materials convinced them
to attend a university they were not previously considering. In addition, the beauty of campus
often showed up through print, convincing some participants to take a harder look at a particular
institution. For most participants, print material was a way for institutions to connect with
students, however, for Phoenix, it proved to be a disconnect. Phoenix received printed materials
from an institution addressed with their “dead” name. That made them feel as if the institution
was not making them a priority, whereas other institutions sent things with their new name,
which gave them a sense of belonging and support. These findings provide valuable information
that enrollment managers and marketing administrators can use to impact practice.
Recommendations for Practice
Personal Relationships
As reflected in the findings, prospective students want to make personal connections with
an institution. Institutions should commit resources to increase opportunities for personal
relationships by having adequate recruitment staff and by involving other campus partners,
specifically academic departments, and administrators in recruitment. Prospective students
should get to know individuals at and feel comfortable and confident communicating with the
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institution. To accomplish this, recruitment staff must connect with students early and in a direct,
personalized way through in-person contact and personalized email, text, and phone calls. This
type of personal contact should continue throughout the recruitment funnel. Institutions should
highlight the opportunities for students to connect deeply on campus to faculty, staff, and other
students once enrolled. In addition, they should make information about class size, faculty to
student ratios, and opportunities for connection both in and outside of the classroom highly
visible.
Institutions should also develop a personal relationship with the student's support system.
I found that student support often includes family, high school staff, and friends. Enrollment
offices should make it a goal to connect with students’ parents or guardians and high school staff
on a personal, direct level. They should also address mail with information related to costs,
academic quality, and safety to the students’ families. Inviting families to recruitment events is
an essential strategy, as is encouraging families to develop a personal relationship with staff. In
addition, institutions should provide high school staff, specifically counselors, with information
about the institution through multiple forms of communication, including email, print, and swag.
Admissions offices should frequently invite high school counselors to recruitment events and
visits. Lastly, because enrolled students are often friends with prospective students, enrollment
managers should include current students in recruiting efforts at their high schools or on campus
and encourage them to share their stories as much as possible.
Early Recruitment
Most participants described knowing they would be going to college as early as middle
school, which speaks to the importance of talking with potential students even earlier than
traditional high school recruitment events. Many young students are already engaging with our
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campuses through camps, music lessons, academic tutoring, and sporting events. Enrollment
managers should find out how young students are engaging with their campuses, offer to support
these efforts, and ensure that students and their families learn more about the institution from
conversations, tours, or other recruitment-focused moments. These initiatives could include
tabling events, providing swag and materials to departments hosting students, specialized tours,
and invitations to special events.
Communication and Marketing
Institutions also have an opportunity to engage with prospective students through various
digital platforms. Institutions should use social media, especially Instagram and YouTube, to
highlight their campus and current students' experiences. Prospective students are watching
video content so that content needs to be as organic as possible, meaning prospective students
see and hear from current students as they have experiences on a college campus. Enrollment
managers should coordinate with marketing administrators to ensure that institutional marketing
through social media matches recruitment strategies.
Prospective students use the internet and institutional websites as primary tools for
researching potential universities. To ensure websites are user-friendly, easy to navigate, and
eye-popping and meet the needs of students, we should seek input from prospective or current
students. It is essential for institutions to review their websites regularly to ensure they have
information prospective students are looking for, including costs, financial options, accurate
course and graduation requirements, acceptance rates, faculty information, job placement, and
opportunities to visit. Academic pages should also be visually appealing and reflect student
experiences in that major, including internships, job opportunities, and engagement through
clubs and organizations.
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Prospective students also use Google to search for potential universities, so institutions
could use Google Analytics to understand how they compare to other institutions. Google
Analytics can also provide information about where a prospective student lives, which sites they
visit, how long students are on their sites, which programs students are most interested in, and
where an institution might rank on Google. Institutions should also increase their work with
search engine optimization (SEO) to improve the quality or quantity of website traffic from a
search engine (Lead Genera, 2022). In addition, institutions should look at how companies like
Niche could enhance their recruitment efforts. It is worth asking current students what digital
technology they use to explore institutions to help enrollment staff investigate third-party
options.
Based on what I heard from students about how swag provided a sense of connection to
the university, I recommend including swag as a recruitment tool even if resources are limited.
Multiple participants in this research loved getting stickers and t-shirts, however, what
prospective students like will inevitably change over time, so admissions and marketing should
work together to monitor the current trends and preferences of prospective students.
The participants in this study noted the importance of tuition and scholarship information
in their college choice decision-making so we need to ensure that cost information is clear,
transparent, and easy to find online, in print, and in email. As personalized contact was a key
finding, I would also recommend that institutions find opportunities to make cost information as
personalized as possible. As noted earlier, this type of communication is also critical for families
and may require a more detailed approach, with letters or mailings outlining costs in an easy-todigest format, especially for first-generation families. Students and their families should not have
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to guess the costs of higher education. A final recommendation is to provide tuition costs
relative to aid and scholarship offerings.
Besides cost, location was high on the priority list of many participants as they spoke
about the importance of being far enough away but not too far from home. As Institution B is a
regional university, this may be a unique characteristic of students at the institution, therefore, I
would suggest that other institutions understand their population of students to see how
proximity plays into recruitment. Depending on the institution, it could be impactful to work
with the marketing team to guide how marketing materials reflect location and proximity to
students’ hometowns. Participants also talked about the importance of feeling independent.
Institutions could highlight the opportunities for independent living, self-guided study, and
engagement in email, print materials, and during recruitment events.
Lastly, I recommend that institutions consider automated communication carefully. The
participants in my study were clear that automated communication was effective when it was
personalized, however, that positive effect was negated when the automated communication was
overwhelming. I encourage university recruitment staff to connect early with students even
through these types of tools, but to ensure the messages they are sending are clear and
informative and that volume is limited so that students keep the institution on their college
choice list.
Recommendations for Future Research
The students who participated in this study shared their experiences with the college
choice process. The things that influenced them, including costs, academic reputation, location,
and people, are consistent with the findings of previous researchers. However, this research
focused on a small, homogeneous group of Gen Z students. Student demographics at most
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institutions are more varied than the group who volunteered for this study. Future studies could
include underrepresented, transfer, adult, and international students.
Because families clearly played an essential role in the college decision process for these
students, future research could involve interviews, focus groups, or surveys of parents,
guardians, or other family members to determine what institutional efforts influenced them as
they assisted their students with their decision-making.
I heard from students that personalized communication and marketing worked, but within
certain parameters, so I would also recommend further study on using personalized
communication and marketing efforts to attract prospective students, especially since other
groups of students may view these efforts differently. As I noted earlier, I hadn’t expected to
hear about swag. Swag being a more costly recruiting tool, it would be worth future study,
particularly with a much larger group, to investigate the impact of swag on students’ decisions.
Lastly, although I did not include this specifically in my study, these students were
affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, therefore, I would recommend research on how the
COVID-19 pandemic may have changed how institutions recruit prospective students in order to
inform future recruitment practices.
Conclusion
As institutions continue to face decreasing enrollment, rising tuition costs, and a crowded
market, enrollment managers and university administrators need to know where to focus their
recruitment time, money, and efforts. I have only told the story of a small number of Gen Z
students' experiences throughout the college search process; many more voices exist. I hope that
enrollment and marketing administrators will listen to their own students and use their stories to
inform their practices, as I will continue to do.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Participant Email #1
Your instructor said you would be willing to allow me to interview you for my dissertation
study. Below I provide some information about the study. If you are willing please let me know
if any of the times below work for you. We will do the interview via Zoom and it should not
take more than an hour. It means a lot to me that you are willing to assist me in conduction my
research!
I am conducting a research study that explores how Gen Z students use the information provided
through communication, marketing, and digital engagement practices by colleges and
universities when making decisions on college choice. I am looking for students who are in their
first semester of college and who had graduated from high school in the spring of 2021.
Times for interview:
Monday November 1 at 4:45 p.m.-5:45 p.m.
Monday November 1 at 8:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Wednesday November 3 at 8:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Thursday November 4 at 4:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Friday November 5 at 11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Friday November 5 at 2:30 p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Friday November 5 at 3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
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Appendix B: Interview Questions/Protocol
Purpose Statement:
The purpose of this qualitative study is to explore what influences Gen Z students when
making a college choice.
Research Question:
What influences Gen Z student’s college choice?
Interview Protocol:
Introduction/Instructions: Good morning (afternoon). My name is Heather Levesque; I am a
doctoral student in the educational leadership program, higher education concentration, at East
Tennessee State University (ETSU). I am conducting a research study to explore how students
use the information provided by colleges and universities when making decisions on college
choice. Thank you for meeting with me today. I will be asking you a series of interview
questions. There are no right or wrong or desirable or undesirable answers.
Time commitment: Your time commitment will vary depending on how much information you
are willing to share, but interviews are estimated to be 60 minutes in length.
Procedures: If it is okay with you, I will be recording our conversation via zoom. This is so I will
have a verbatim transcript and be able to carry on an attentive conversation with you. I will be
using direct quotes in my dissertation, but I will replace your name with a pseudonym to ensure
confidentiality.
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Participation Form
You may decline to participate or to opt out of the study at any time after we begin the interview.
This study is considered to have minimal risk of harm. If you feel uncomfortable, you may ask
that the interview to be stopped at any time and I will destroy any data you have provided at your
request with no penalties to you. By participating in the interview, you are providing your
consent to be a part of this research study.
Topics to be covered in the interview.
1. College going decision process
2. College application process
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Interview Questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tell me where you are from.
At what point growing up did you know you would be attending college?
Do you remember what your first interaction with a college or university was?
How many members of your family are college-educated?
a. Probe 1: What type of college did they attend (4 year, 2 year, public, private)
b. Probe 2: Where did they go to college?
c. Probe 3: What did they study in college?
5. Tell me about your college choice process? Start from the beginning.
a. Probe 1: How did you go about creating a list of potential universities?
b. Probe 2:What were you looking for in a college or university?
6. How many colleges did you apply to?
a. Were there specific reasons you applied to these institutions?
7. Describe the support you had throughout the college search process.
a. Probe 1: Did anyone help you during the process? How did they help you?
i. Probe 1a: Family
ii. Probe 1b: high school staff
iii. Probe 1c: Friends
iv. Probe 1d: Alumni or current students of the institutions you considering
8. What factors played a role in where you decided to apply to college?
a. Probe 1: Financial considerations?
b. Probe 2: Did location matter?
c. Probe 3: Did the reputation of the institution matter?
d. Probe 4: Other factors?
9. Did you know what program/major you wanted to study?
a. Probe 1: Did your future career matter in your decision?
b. Probe 2: Did the program reputation matter?
i. How did you gain information about program repuatation, rankings, etc.?
10. As you think about sources you used while exploring colleges:
a. Probe 1: Did you use websites?
i. Were websites helpful in your search?
1. What was helpful about websites?
2. Did websites influence your decision? If so, how?
b. Probe 2: Did you use social media?
i. Was social media helpful in your search?
1. What was helpful about social media?
2. Did social media influence your decision? If so, how?
c. Probe 3: Did you use billboards?
i. Were billboards helpful in your search?
1. What was helpful about billboards?
2. Did billboards influence your decision? If so, how?
d. Probe 4: Did you use the internet?
i. Probe 5: Was the internet helpful to your search?
1. What was helpful about the internet and where on the internet did
you search outside of university websites (Youtube, etc.)?
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2. Did the internet influence your decision? If so, how?
ii. Probe 6: Were there other sources you used while exploring colleges?
1. What was helpful about these other sources?
2. Did they influence your decision? If so, how?
11. Did communication by colleges or universities play a role in your college decisionmaking process?
a. Probe 1: Did you utilize university emails?
i. Did email influence your decision? If so, how? Was it the content of the
email, frequency, etc.?
b. Probe 2: Phone Calls
i. Did phone calls influence your decision? If so, how? Was it the content of
the phone call, person calling, frequency, etc.?
c. Probe 3: Texts
i. Did text influence your decision? If so, how? Was it the content of the
text, frequency, etc.?
d. Probe 4: College Fairs/recruitment events
i. Did college fairs or recruitment events influence your decision? If so,
how? Was it the content of the event, people at the events, etc.?
e. Probe 5: Social media
i. Probe 5a: What channels did you use?
ii. Probe 5b: How useful was social media in your college decision-making
process?
1. Did social media influence your decision? If so, how? Was it the
content of posts, frequency, etc.?
f. Probe 6: Print materials
i. Probe 6a: How did you utlize print materials to assist in making your
decision?
ii. Probe 6b: Can you tell me which print materials you used, if any?
a. Viewbooks
b. College fair brochures
c. Postcards
d. Letters from university administrators
2. Did print material influence your decision? If so, how? Was it the
content of posts, frequency, etc.?
g. Probe 5: Did you use other forms of university communication? If so, what forms
did you use?
i. Were these other forms helpful in your search?
1. What was helpful about them? Did they influence your decision? If
so, how?
ii. Probe 1a: How often did you utilize these types of sources?
12. What do you believe is the best way for universities to connect/communicate with
potential students?
13. What do you believe is the least effective way for universities to connect/communicate
with potential students?
14. What would you like to tell me about your college decisions making process that you
have not already shared with me today?
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Debrief/Wrap Up: Thank you for taking the time to participate in this interview and talk about
your experience choosing a higher education institution to obtain your degree. I greatly
appreciate your time and thoughtfulness when answering the questions. Please do not hesitate to
contact me if you have any questions about my dissertation study or the information you
provided.
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Appendix C: Participant Email #2
Great, November 12 at 2:30 is great. Prior to that call I need you to sign the attached document
(informed consent) and send it back to me. This document tells you a little bit about the study
and that no harm will be caused during this process.
I sent you a meeting request with the zoom link, but also have provided it below!

Thanks again!
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